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IntrodutionTwo growing trends suggest a ritial role for the information visualizationresearh �eld in the near future: on one hand, due to the ubiquity of omputertehnologies, more and more massive data sets are available in eletroni form;on the other hand, an inreasing fration of the users aessing these data arenon-speialists.Information visualization has preisely the key role of translating abstratinformation into geometri realities, allowing the user to easily understand,browse, and manipulate them in a natural and intuitive way, and its task be-omes partiularly ritial as the amount of the data to be visualized inreases.The information an often be modeled as a graph. In fat, graphs areexpressive enough to represent a wide range of strutured information andthey have a natural and intuitive visual representation whih is e�etivelypereived by the user (evidene indiates that the relationship between a pairof objets is better pereived when it is represented through adjaeny, ratherthan through size, proximity, olor or shape [134℄).This work, devoted to salability issues in graph drawing, is organized in�ve parts. The �rst part ontains the motivations (Chapter 1), the essentialgraph drawing bakground (Chapter 2), and a desription of the problemsourring when large data sets are involved in graph drawing. In partiular,problems are lassi�ed into the two main ategories of eÆieny problems(Chapter 3) and e�etiveness problems (Chapter 4).The seond part is devoted to the study of the possible solutions to theproblems previously introdued and lassi�ed. Solutions are analyzed at vari-ous levels of abstration: �rst, two general priniples are given in Chapter 5;seondly, a set of trade-o�s that should be onsidered in the visualization de-sign is presented in Chapter 6; �nally a olletion of tehniques exploiting indi�erent ways one or both the general priniples is presented in Chapter 7(Strategies).Chapter 8 loses this part by presenting an analysis of several existing ap-pliations, all orresponding to fully edged industrial or ommerial softwaresystems. The analysis stresses how the general priniples are used, how the1



2 CONTENTSdi�erent tehniques are adopted, and how the trade-o�s are resolved to obtainvisualization tools reahing far above the threshold of usability.In the third part we show several NP-hardness results, indiating that pur-suing the e�etiveness of the representation by reduing the size of the drawingis not an eÆient strategy, at least for orthogonal drawings. In partiular, weshow that ompating an orthogonal drawing with respet to the area is anNP-omplete problem. Also, we show that the similar problems of ompatingthe orthogonal drawing with respet of the maximum edge length or total edgelength are NP-omplete problems too. Finally we show that even approahingthe optimal solutions to these problems is as hard as atually �nding them,or, more formally, that the three problems are not in PTAS, i.e., they don'tadmit a polynomial time approximation sheme.Sine exploiting a three-dimensional environment seems to be a good strat-egy to visualize huge amount of data, in the fourth part we onsider orthogo-nal drawings in three-dimensions. There is a rih and reent literature aboutthis �eld but algorithms are generally devised with the purpose of meetinglower bounds, and tend, onsequently, to produe drawings unsuitable forinformation visualization purposes. The approah Split&Push desribed inChapter 11, was devised with the opposite purpose of produing readablethree-dimensional orthogonal drawings, disregarding bounds and asymptotiperformane. The method is based on generating the �nal drawing througha sequene of steps, starting from a \degenerate" drawing in whih all theobjets are ollapsed in a single point. At eah step the drawing \splits" intotwo piees and �nds a struture more similar to its �nal version.In Chapter 13 we perform an experimental omparison of most of the three-dimensional orthogonal drawing methods found in literature. The purpose,other than evaluating their usability in information visualization appliations,is that of validating the Redue-Forks algorithm presented in Chapter 12 thatfollows the Split&Push approah. The omparison shows that no algorithmtested an meet both the requirements of minimum area and redued numberof bends, on�rming the existene of a trade-o� between the two measures,a onept that was suggested by several researhers, but still waits to berigorously proven. Unfortunately, the drawings produed by the Split&Pushalgorithm, extremely readable when the graph is small, seem to loose theirgood qualities when the size of the input graph inreases.In the �fth part it is desribed how the hiding priniple an be used tovisualize large data set in two spei� appliation ontexts. The �rst appli-ation requires the representation of large networks partitions. The purposeis that of allowing the user to re�ne the partition by fousing the omputeromputational power towards intermediate goals, in the framework of a novelhuman-omputer interation paradigm alled Human Guided Simple Searh.



CONTENTS 3Chapter 14 desribes the partitioning problem, the visualization requirementsintrodued by the interative approah, and the solutions we devised, whileChapter 15 ontains a desription of the software system developed for theMitsubishi Eletri Researh Laboratories.The seond appliation ontext that we onsider is the exploration of apotentially in�nite tree, of whih only a neighborhood of the vertex on whihthe user attention is urrently foused is represented. The visualization ofthe navigation of the Internet, whih is onsidered to be a highly hierarhialgraph, is the natural appliation of this model. When the user shifts the fousfrom a vertex to an adjaent one, the drawing is reomputed and vertiesommon to the two subsequent drawings may have di�erent positions. Ourstudy is meant to evaluate how hanges on a simple drawing method (weuse the Reingold and Tilford algorithm) improve the preservation of the usermental map by produing subsequent drawings in whih ommon verties havesimilar positions. The results we found are that even simple strategies mayhave onsiderable impat on the quality of the drawing method when used ina dynami framework.Our onlusions point out that, when visualizing large graphs, general andanonial approahes, suh as the topology-shape-metri one, seem unsuitablefor the purpose, and the adoption of the orthogonal drawing onvention itself,otherwise so e�etive when small graphs are involved, has to be disouragedboth in the two and in the three dimensions. On the other hand, solutions todomain spei� problems exist and an be found, moving along the lines ofgeneral priniples, dosing suitable tehniques, and resolving trade-o�s.The problem of drawing large graphs is not suseptible to be solved ina simple and unique way, but it seems to have many di�erent solutions asmany appliation domains are onsidered, and eah solution is an originalreipe implying several hoies regarding the use of general methodologiesand tehniques, and hallanging the designer reativity and imagination.
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Chapter 1MotivationsTwo growing trends suggest a ritial role for the information visualizationresearh �eld in the near future: on one hand, due to the ubiquity of omputertehnologies, more and more massive data sets are available in eletroni form;on the other hand, an inreasing fration of the users aessing these data arenon-speialists.Information visualization has preisely the key role of translating abstratinformation into geometri realities, allowing the user to easily understand,browse, and manipulate them in a natural and intuitive way, and its task be-omes partiularly ritial as the amount of the data to be visualized inreases.So strategi is onsidered the researh on information visualization to re-eive attention in the Implementation Plan proposed in the President's FY2000 Budget National Siene and Tehnology Counil [101℄, stressing therelationship with large data sets by stating expliitly that \the goal of visual-ization researh is to signi�antly improve our ability to see, understand, andmanipulate huge quantities of data".Also, the researh on how visualization tehniques an be applied whenlarge data set are onerned answers a reent all of the omputational geom-etry ommunity, whih has expressed an interest in strengthening the originallink with appliations by modeling the omplexity and imperfetions of thephysial world and by oping with the limitations of realisti omputing de-vies [128℄.A limited list of the appliations that ould take advantage of the researhon visualization of large data sets inludes the following.� The representation of omputer networks for diagnosti, design, anddidati purposes. Computer networks, in the loal as well as in the widearea perspetive, defy automati representation tehniques, featuringreurrent topologial shemes, and a natural lustering ounterposed toglobal interonnetion. 7



8 CHAPTER 1. MOTIVATIONS� Support tools for Web browsing and representation of Web sites. TheWeb an be viewed as an ever-hanging interonnetion graph whosemaintenane, as well as exploration, requires large amounts of data tobe onsidered.� Data Strutures and funtion alls representation. Large software en-gineering projets imply a large number of designers sharing a om-mon framework. The underlying data strutures are largely ommon toseveral software modules and independently aessed and updated. Agraphi representation of the data and of the relations between the fun-tion aessing them may provide a better understanding of their innerstruture and of the dynamis involved in the running proess, both inthe synthesis and in the debugging phase of the projet.� The representation of hains of biologial proesses or moleular trans-formation. The Genoma projet is only an example of how the biologialresearh area is produing large amounts of data, that need to be ex-plored, analyzed, lassi�ed and ompared. Suh tasks an bene�t fromspei� automati visualization tools, provided that huge amounts ofdata ould be managed.� Representation of industrial plants shemes. Industrial plants are ur-rently represented by handmade diagrams that ould be modeled asstrongly onstrained blok representations, in whih eah blok orre-sponds to a devie or omponent of the industrial plant, while linksorrespond to ontrol signals or atual movements of materials betweenthe plant failities. The apability of produing onstrained drawingsof large amount of data would allow us to automatially produe suhdiagrams.� Representation of integrated iruits for VLSI design. Di�erent phases ofthe design of integrated iruits may take advantage of human interationif a proper representation ould be available. Candidate phases are thelogial debugging phase, in whih a visual inspetion ould be helpful, orthe partitioning phase, in whih an exat algorithm an not be applieddue to the NP-hardness of the underlying problem.The information to be represented an often be modeled as a graph. If thisis not the ase, sometimes simple transformations an be applied in order toobtain graphs as simpli�ed models of struturally more omplex information.In Chapter 14, for example, following a usual tehnique, we apply a liquetransformation in order to obtain a weighted graph starting from a networkrepresenting a huge iruit.



9Several are the reasons why graphs are so ommonly used: �rst they are ex-pressive enough to represent a wide range of strutured information, seondlygraphs have so a natural and intuitive visual representation to be generallyidenti�ed with it, and �nally the user pereption of suh pitorial representa-tion is highly e�etive, sine evidene indiates that the relationship betweena pair of objets is better pereived when it is represented through adjaeny,rather than through size, proximity, olor or shape [134℄.The graph drawing researh �eld o�ers several general solutions to di�erentvisualization problems. The salability of suh solutions, though, is generallynot guaranteed, and the visual and omputational e�ets of huge quantities ofdata is seldom onsidered. This work explores the impat of large data sets onthe graph drawing problem, registering the eÆieny limits of urrent widelyadopted drawing approahes and the potentials of alternative ones.
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Chapter 2Graph Drawing BakgroundIn this hapter we reall well-known onepts and notations about graphs andtheir drawings that are needed in the rest of this thesis.2.1 GraphsThe purpose of the graph drawing researh �eld is to investigate automatimethods for the visual representation of graphs.An undireted graph (or graph) is a pair G = (V;E), where V is a �niteand non-empty set of elements alled verties (or nodes) of G, and E is a �nite(possibly empty) set of elements alled edges (or ars) of G. An edge e 2 Eis an unordered pair fu; vg of verties of G; verties u and v are alled end-verties of e, or simpler verties of e. We say that e onnets u to v. Verties uand v are said to be adjaent, while e and any of its end-verties are inident.Two edges are adjaent if they have a ommon vertex. The number of edgesthat are inident on a vertex v is alled the degree of v and denoted as deg(v).An edge of a graph G is a self-loop if its end-verties oinide. Also, Gontains multiple edges if it has two or more edges with the same end-verties.A graph G is simple if it has neither self-loops nor multiple edges.A path p between two verties v0 and vk, k � 1, of a graph G is analternating sequene v0; e1; v1; e2; : : : ; ek; vk of verties and edges of G, whereei = (vi�1; vi); (i = 1; : : : ; k). Verties v0 and vk are the end-verties of p.We often write p = (v0; v1; : : : ; vk) to denote path p. If all verties of p aredistint, p is said to be a simple path. The length of a path is the number ofits edges. If the end-verties of p oinide (i.e. v0 = vk) the path is a yle.A simple yle is a yle suh that only its end-verties oinide, while all itsother verties are distint. A graph is said to be ayli if it does not ontainany yle. A graph that is not ayli is also alled yli.A subgraph G0 of a graph G = (V;E) is a graph G0 = (V 0; E0), suh that11



12 CHAPTER 2. GRAPH DRAWING BACKGROUNDV 0 � V and E0 � E. If V 0 is a subset of V , the subgraph of G indued by V 0 isthe graph G0 = (V 0; E0), where E0 � E is the set of all edges of G onnetingany two verties of G that are in V 0 (see Figure 2.1). Note that the subgraphindued by a subset of verties is uniquely determined.
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(a) (b)Figure 2.1: (a) A graph G with 7 verties. (b) The subgraph of G indued byverties v1; v2; v3; v6 and v7.A subdivision of a graph G = (V;E) is a graph G0 obtained from G byreplaing a subset E0 of edges of G with paths, where two paths may shareonly end-verties. Namely, if e = fu; vg 2 E0, it is replaed with a pathp = (u = v0; v1; : : : ; vk = v), k > 1, where the verties v1; : : : ; vk�1 do notbelong to V . Subdivision G0 is said to be homeomorphi to graph G. Twographs G1 = (V1; E1) and G2 = (V2; E2) are isomorphi if there exists a one-to-one orrespondene between sets V1 and V2 and a one-to-one orrespondenebetween sets E1 and E2, suh that vertex v1 2 V1 is inident to edge e1 2 E1if and only if the orresponding vertex v2 2 V2 and edge e2 2 E2 are inident.In pratie, two graphs that are isomorphi an be onsidered as the sameobjet.A graph is omplete if it has an edge onneting every pair of verties.A omplete graph with n verties is usually denoted as Kn. A graph G isbipartite if the set of its verties an be partitioned into two sets V1 and V2suh that every edge of G onnets a vertex in V1 to a vertex in V2. A graphG is omplete bipartite if it is bipartite and every vertex in V1 is adjaent to allverties in V2. A omplete bipartite graph suh that jV1j = n1 and jV2j = n2is usually denoted as Kn1;n2 .A direted graph G is de�ned similarly to a graph, exept that every edgee of G is now an ordered pair (u; v) of verties of G; verties u and v are stillalled end-verties of e, or simpler verties of e. We also say that e = (u; v)leaves vertex u and enters vertex v. An edge that leaves (enters) a vertex v isan outgoing (inoming) edge of v, and it is direted from v to u.



2.1. GRAPHS 13If G is a direted graph, ignoring for every edge of G the order of itsend-verties (i.e. its diretion), we obtain an undireted graph that is alledunderlying graph of G. A vertex v and an edge e of G are inident if they areinident in the underlying graph of G. Two verties or two edges of G areadjaent if they are adjaent in the underlying graph of G.A direted path p from a vertex v0 to a vertex vk, k � 1, of a digraphG is analternating sequene v0; e1; v1; e1; : : : ; ek; vk of verties and edges of G, whereei = (vi�1; vi); (i = 1; : : : ; k). Path p is a direted yle if v0 = vk. Diretedpaths and yles of a digraph G are simple if they are simple in the underlyinggraph of G. A digraph G is ayli if it does not ontain any direted yle.A vertex v of a digraph G is a soure (sink) if it has no inoming (outgoing)edges. An ayli digraph with exatly one soure s and one sink t is alledan st-digraph.The de�nitions that follows are given for graphs. In the ase of a digraphthey are referred to the underlying graph.A onneted omponent G0 of a graph G is a maximal subgraph of G suhthat for every pair fu; vg of verties of G0 there is a path between u and v in G0.A graph that has exatly one onneted omponent is said to be onneted (or1-onneted). A onneted subgraph G0(V 0; E0) of G(V;E) suh that V 0 = Vis a is a spanning subgraph of G A separating k-set, k � 1, of a graph G is aset of k verties whose removal inreases the number of onneted omponentsof G. Separating 1-sets and 2-sets are alled utverties and separation pairs,respetively. A onneted graph is bionneted (or 2-onneted) if it has noutverties. A bionneted graph is trionneted (or 3-onneted) if it has noseparation pairs. More in general, a graph is k-onneted, k � 2, if it has noseparating (k� 1)-sets. Obviously, if a graph is k-onneted, it is also (k� 1)-onneted. Figure 2.2 examples of onneted, bionneted, and trionnetedgraphs are given.In the rest of this work we simply use the term \graph" to mean \onnetedgraph".A graph that is onneted and ayli is alled tree. A olletion of trees(i.e. an ayli graph) is a forest. A rooted tree is a tree T in whih a vertexis hosen as root. Suh a hoie immediately indues a hierarhy on the set ofall verties of T . Namely, with eah vertex of T we an assoiate an integernumber alled depth (or level) of the vertex. The depth of the root is 0. Forany vertex �, distint from the root, the depth of � is the length of the uniquepath between the root and � in T ; every vertex � 6= � on this path is ananestor of �, and � is a desendent of �. Also, if (�; �) is an edge of the pathbetween the root and vertex �, � is the parent of �, and � is a hild of �. Avertex without hildren is a leaf. The depth of T is the maximum depth of aleaf of T .Let T be a rooted tree. If an ordering of the hildren of every vertex of T



14 CHAPTER 2. GRAPH DRAWING BACKGROUND
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(a) (b) (c)Figure 2.2: (a) A onneted graph that is not bionneted; u and v are two distintutverties. (b) A bionneted graph that is not trionneted; fv; wg and fv; zg aretwo distint speration pairs. () A trionneted graph.is given, we say that T is an ordered rooted tree.Let G be a onneted graph. A bionneted omponent (or blok) of Gis a maximal bionneted subgraph of G. Observe that any utvertex of Gbelongs to at least two distint bloks. It is possible to onstrut a tree T ,alled blok utvertex tree (and often denoted as BC-tree) that desribes theset of all bloks of G and the relationships among them. This tree, introduedby F. Harary [63℄, an be omputed in linear time. It is de�ned as follows.� With eah blok of G there is an assoiated B-node of T .� With eah utvertex of G there is an assoiated C-node of T .� There is an edge in T onneting a B-node � to a C-node �, if and only ifthe utvertex assoiated with � belongs to the blok assoiated with �.Observe that in a BC-tree there are neither edges onneting two B-nodesnor edges onneting two C-nodes. In Figure 2.3 it is shown a graph and theorresponding BC-tree.2.2 Drawings of GraphsThe de�nitions of this setion are given for graphs. In the ase of a digraphthey are referred to the underlying graph.Let G be a graph. A two-dimensional drawing of G maps eah vertex ofG into a point of the plane, and eah edge fu; vg of G into a simple Jordan



2.2. DRAWINGS OF GRAPHS 15
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Figure 2.3: (a) A graph and its bloks; eah blok is bounded by a dashed region;the numbered light grey verties are utverties. (b) The BC-tree of the graph in (a);the B-nodes are the big irles.urve between the two points orresponding to u and v, respetively. A three-dimensional drawing of G maps eah vertex of G into a point of the spae, andeah edge fu; vg of G into a simple urve between the two points orrespondingto u and v, respetively. We simply refer to a drawing of a graphG anytime thetwo-dimensionality or three-dimensionality of it is apparent from the ontext.The theory of planarity investigates the properties of graphs and of theirtwo-dimensional drawings. A two-dimensional drawing is planar if no twodistint edges interset. A graph is planar if it admits a planar drawing.Planar graphs play a ruial role in the graph drawing �eld and in the wholeof graph theory [30, 102℄.A planar drawing � subdivides the plane into topologially onneted re-gions alled faes. Exatly one of these faes is an unbounded region, and it isalled external fae. All the other faes are said to be internal. The degree ofa fae f , denoted as deg(f), is the number of edges enountered while walkingon the border of f lokwise. In partiular, if the graph is bionneted deg(f)always oinides with the number of edges that belong to the border of f . Inthe rest of this work, in order to simplify the notation, we often speak of edgesof a fae f to mean the edges that belong to the border of f . In this way, wean also onsider a fae as a yle, and desribe it as a irular sequene ofverties and edges.There is a simple neessary ondition for onneted planar graphs, knownas the Euler's formula.Theorem 1 (Euler 1750) Let G = (V;E) be a planar graph and let F be



16 CHAPTER 2. GRAPH DRAWING BACKGROUNDany set of faes of a planar drawing of G. Then:jEj = jV j+ jF j+ 2:Euler's formula allows us to assert that the number of faes of any planardrawing of a planar graph G does not depend on the hoie of the drawingitself.An result due to Kuratowski provides a haraterization of the set of planargraphs.Theorem 2 (Kuratowski 1930) A graph is planar if and only if it does notontain any subdivision of K5 or K3;3.It is easy to prove that a graph is planar if and only if all its onnetedomponents are planar; further a onneted graph is planar if and only if allits bloks are planar.We now observe that a planar drawing � of a planar graph G indues airular lokwise ordering of the edges inident on eah vertex. Two planardrawings �1 and �2 of G are equivalent if they indues the same irularlokwise ordering of edges around verties, and if they have the same externalfae. Suh binary relationship is learly an equivalene relationship. We allplanar embedding of G an equivalene lass of planar drawings of G. A planargraph G with an assoiated embedding � is an embedded planar graph, and itis often denoted as G�. Note that all the drawings in the embedding � havethe same set of faes and the same external fae. For this reason, we an speakwithout ambiguity of faes of G�. To speify that a drawing � belongs to anembedding � of G, we an say that � preserves �, or that � is a drawing ofG�.In order to simplify the terminology, when working with planar graphs, weoften use the term embedding instead of planar embedding.Many algorithms in graph drawing are spei� for planar graphs. Testingif a graph is planar an be done in linear-time [69, 12, 28, 86℄. Planarity testingalgorithms an be also modi�ed to determine a planar embedding if the graphis found to be planar [20, 92℄. However, all urrent linear time algorithms forplanarity testing are based on sophistiated tehniques or data-strutures thatare diÆult to realize. A desription of the Hoproft-Tarjan planarity testingalgorithm [69℄, that studies important implementation details, is given in [92℄.Also, an eÆient on-line planarity testing algorithm is desribed in [34℄.When a graph is not planar, a pre-proessing step an be performed inwhih the graph is made planar by adding a suitable set of dummy vertiesto replae rossings. Suh a step is usually alled planarization. Reduingthe number of dummy verties (i.e. of rossings) added by a planarization



2.3. ORTHOGONAL DRAWING CONVENTION 17algorithm is an important target for obtaining more readable drawings. Fora survey on planarization heuristi algorithms see [30℄. Finding the minimumnumber of rossings and �nding a maximum planar subgraph are both NP-hardproblems. Combinatorial optimization tehniques for the maximum planarsubgraph problem have been investigated in [73℄.A drawing onvention is a basi rule that the drawing must satisfy in orderto be admissible. A drawing onvention of a real-life appliation an be veryomplex and an involve many details of the drawing. In the following wewill examine two widely used drawing onventions: the orthogonal drawingonvention and the straight-line onvention.2.3 Orthogonal Drawing ConventionThe orthogonal drawing onvention is reognized to be suitable for severaltypes of diagrams, inluding data ow diagrams, entity-relationship diagrams,state-transition harts, iruit shematis, and many others. Suh diagramsare extensively used in real-life appliations spanning from software engineer-ing, to databases, real-time systems, and VLSI.A drawing of a graph G suh that all the edges are mapped to polygonalhains of segments parallel to the axes is an orthogonal drawing. A turn ona polygonal hain of an orthogonal drawing is alled bend. An orthogonalgrid drawing of G is an orthogonal drawing suh that verties and bends haveinteger oordinates.
(a) (b) (c)Figure 2.4: (a) A planar orthogonal drawing with 6 bends. (b) A planarorthogonal grid drawing with 6 bends. () A bend-optimal orthogonal drawingin the same lass as the drawings in (a) and (b). The two orthogonal drawingsin (a) and (b) are shape equivalent.A k-planar graph is a planar graph suh that every vertex has degree atmost k. The following theorem gives a haraterization of the existene oftwo-dimensional orthogonal drawings.



18 CHAPTER 2. GRAPH DRAWING BACKGROUNDTheorem 3 [127℄ A planar graph has a two-dimensional orthogonal drawingif and only if it is 4-planar.The orresponding theorem for three-dimensional orthogonal drawings issimpler, sine planarity is not needed:Theorem 4 A graph has a three-dimensional orthogonal drawing if and onlyif every vertex has degree at most 6.Let � and �0 be two two-dimensional orthogonal drawings of a planar graphG, preserving the same embedding. We say that � and �0 are shape equivalentif: � For eah vertex v of G, onseutive edges inident on v form the sameangle in the two drawings, and� For eah edge fu; vg of G we have the same (possibly empty) sequeneof left and right turns in the two drawings when walking from u to v.The two orthogonal drawings in Figure 2.4 (a) and Figure 2.4 (b) are shapeequivalent.An orthogonal representation H of a planar graph G is a lass of shapeequivalent orthogonal drawings of G. We say that H preserves an embedding� of G when the drawings in lass H preserve �. In this ase we say that H isan orthogonal representation of G�. By the de�nition, all orthogonal drawingsin H have the same number of bends.Roughly speaking, an orthogonal representation de�nes a lass of orthogo-nal drawings that may di�er only for the length of the segments of the edges.Any orthogonal representation H an be ompletely desribed by speifyingthe values of the angles around every vertex and the ordered sequene of leftand right turns on eah edge. The following result gives a haraterization ofplanar orthogonal representations.Theorem 5 [127℄ Let G� be an embedded planar graph. H is an orthogonalrepresentation of G� if and only if the following properties hold:� For every vertex v of G�, the sum of the angles around v in H is equalto 360 degree.� Let f be a fae of G�. Walk lokwise on the border of f in H andonsider the sum Sr of right turns and the sum Sl of left turns, where aright turn an either a right bend or an angle of 90 degree inside f , anda left turn an be either a left bend or an angle of 270 degree inside f ;an angle of 360 degree inside f is onsidered as 2 left turns. ThenSr � Sl = 4:



2.4. STRAIGHT-LINE DRAWING CONVENTION 19Given an orthogonal representation H of a planar graph G, a planar or-thogonal drawing � of H an be omputed in linear time [127, 30℄ with aompation algorithm. This algorithm assigns oordinates to the verties andbends of the representation trying to redue \as muh as possible" either thearea or the total edge length of the �nal drawing. Unfortunately, both thistwo problems are shown to be NP-hard [112℄.We say that an orthogonal representation is optimal when it has the min-imum number of bends. Tamassia showed that an orthogonal representationwith the minimum number of bends of an embedded planar graph an be om-puted in polynomial time [127℄, by a very elegant redution to a ow problem.Figure 2.4 () shows an optimal orthogonal representation in the same lassas the drawings in Figure 2.4 (a) and Figure 2.4 (b). The problem of om-puting an optimal orthogonal representation of a planar graph, that does notneessarily preserve a given embedding, has been proved to be NP-hard [61℄.The length (height, depth, respetively) of an orthogonal grid drawing � isthe maximum di�erene between the x (y, z, respetively) oordinates of itsverties.A (l; h)-ompatable orthogonal representation is an orthogonal representa-tion suh that l is the minimum length of all its orthogonal grid drawings, andh is the minimum height between all orthogonal grid drawings with length l.The area of a two-dimensional orthogonal grid drawing is the produt of itslength and height. The volume of a three-dimensional orthogonal grid drawingis the produt of its length, height, and depth.The total edge length of an orthogonal grid drawing is the sum of the lengthsof its edges. The maximum edge length of an orthogonal grid drawing � is themaximum value of all its edge lengths.2.4 Straight-Line Drawing ConventionA straight-line drawing is suh that all the edges are drawn as straight linesegments.Every planar graph admits a two-dimensional straight-line grid drawing,as independently established by Wagner, Fary and Stain ([133℄, [49℄, and[126℄, respetively). Furthermore, every plane graph of n verties has a two-dimensional straight-line grid drawing that �ts into a retangle of area O(n�n), and this bound is asymptotially tight ([27℄ and [123℄).For three-dimensional straight-line grid drawings a omplexity of O(n �n� n) of volume oupation was proven in [23℄.
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Chapter 3EÆieny ProblemsSeveral problems hinder the use of standard graph drawing tehniques whenlarge data sets are involved. These problems an be lassi�ed in two ategories:eÆieny problems and e�etiveness problems. This hapter is devoted to the�rst ategory, while the latter ategory is onsidered in the next hapter.Computational eÆieny is an important parameter of any graph drawingalgorithm ([30℄) and it is a ritial measure to take into aount if large graphhave to be represented. In fat, when large amounts of data are involved,some phases of the graph drawing proess may beome omputationally tooexpensive to be performed. Although asymptoti omplexity annot be thede�nitive measure of the pratial usability of an algorithm, assessing theintrinsi omplexity of a drawing method is the �rst step for the omprehensionof its salability.In the following we will disuss the eÆieny of the most ommon drawingmethods to produe two-dimensional drawings in the orthogonal and in thestraight-line onventions.3.1 The Topology-Shape-Metri ApproahA well known and widely used approah to produe two-dimensional orthog-onal drawings is the topology-shape-metri approah (see, for example, [7,127, 54, 9, 80, 30℄), in whih the graph drawing proess is organized in threealgorithmi steps (see Fig. 3.1):Planarization In this step an embedding for G is omputed. If G is notplanar, a set of dummy verties is added to replae rossings in orderto ompute an embedding � for G. The aim of this step is to obtain aplanar embedding by introduing a small number of dummy verties.21



22 CHAPTER 3. EFFICIENCY PROBLEMS
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(a) (b) (c) (d)Figure 3.1: the three steps of the topology-shape-metri approah: (a) abstratdesription of a graph; (b) planar embedding produed by the planarizationstep; () orthogonal representation produed by the orthogonalization step;and (d) �nal drawing produed by the ompation step. The dummy vertex(blak) is introdued by the planarization step and removed at the end of theompation step.Orthogonalization During this step, an orthogonal representation H of G�is omputed within the embedding � aiming at obtaining an orthogonalrepresentation with a small number of bends.Compation In this step a �nal geometry for H is determined. Namely,oordinates are assigned to verties and bends of H. The purpose ofthis step is the redution of the size (area, total edge length, maximumedge length) of the �nal drawing.The Topology-Shape-Metris approah allows us to deal with topology,shape, and geometry of the drawing separately, so simplifying the whole draw-ing proess. On the other hand, deisions taken in early steps annot behanged, thus overall optimization is not ahieved in general. For instane,introduing dummy verties fores rossings to appear on spei� edge pairs,thus the total number of bends of the �nal drawing may be not optimal.The distint phases of the Topology-Shape-Metris approah have beenextensively studied in literature. If G is planar an embedding � of G isdetermined in linear time, by applying a well-known planarity testing algo-rithm [69, 20℄. If G is not planar, the minimum number of dummy vertiesintrodued may be 
(n4). However, in pratie this number is usually muhsmaller. Minimizing the number of rossings is in general NP-hard. See [30℄for a survey on planarization tehniques.A popular algorithm for onstruting an orthogonal representation of anembedded graph with verties having at most four inident edges was pre-sented by Tamassia [127℄. Suh algorithm omputes an orthogonal represen-tation that has the minimum number of bends within the given embedding.



3.2. FORCE DIRECTED APPROACHES 23Extensions of Tamassia's algorithm to general embedded graphs are providedin [129, 54℄.The problem of ompating an orthogonal representation minimizing thearea an be optimally solved for a partiular lass of orthogonal representationsalled turn-regular representation [16℄.We demonstrate in Chapter 9 that the last phase of the widely adoptedtopology-shape-metris approah to produe orthogonal drawings, the om-pation phase, asks for the solution of an NP-omplete problem. In this phasethe verties and the edges are assigned their atual oordinates with the pur-pose of reduing the size of the �nal drawing.The assessment of the omplexity of the orthogonal ompation problemwas the missing result for the determination of the asymptoti omplexity ofthe so alled topology-shape-metri approah to ompute orthogonal draw-ings. The overall omplexity of the proedure seems to disourage its use forproduing drawing of large graphs, espeially when the graphs are not planaror when a ompat drawing is needed.3.2 Fore Direted ApproahesFore direted approahes are nondeterministi layout tehniques using a phys-ial analogy to obtain straight-line drawings of undireted graphs. They orig-inate from the �rst spring embedder algorithm introdued by Eades in [38℄.Edges are modeled as springs opposing any strething and ompression with afore proportional to their elasti onstant. Furthermore, verties repel eahother as if eletrially harged, with a fore quadratially inreasing as theirdistane dereases. A variety of numerial tehniques an be used to �nd anequilibrium on�guration. A simple algorithm works as follows. Verties areinitially plaed at random loations. At eah iteration, the fore on eah ver-tex is omputed, and eah vertex is moved in the diretion of the fore by asmall amount proportional to its magnitude.The output of the algorithm is highly unpreditable, as the elasti onstant,the eletri onstant, and the natural length of the springs needs to be �nelytuned for the spei� problem or graph, sine the initial on�guration is usuallya random one, and sine vertex overlapping is generally handled with randomperturbations of the system. Nevertheless, fore direted approahes are verypopular for several reasons:� The physial analogy makes them easy to understand and relativelysimple to ode.� No hypothesis is made on the input graph. Planarity, for example, isnot requested. Connetivity properties of the graph are not onerned



24 CHAPTER 3. EFFICIENCY PROBLEMSby the drawing proess.� The drawing approah is highly tailorable: not only the eletrial andelasti onstants an be �nely tuned, but the behavior of attrative andrepulsive fores themselves an be hanged. For example, logarithmisprings an be used instead of Hooke's law springs [38℄.� Constraints, as position onstraints or �xed-subgraph onstraints anbe naturally be handled by the model by adding additional fores toaount for partiular requirements of the appliations.� The results an be good.Unfortunately, fore-direted methods are notorious for using onsiderableomputational resoures. Eah iteration involves a visit of all pairs of vertiesin the graph and the quality of the layout depends on the number of fulliterations. Several attempts have been made to improve their eÆieny. Theseinlude:� In [57℄ the use of fore funtions that are more amenable to eÆientalgorithms for �nding loal minimal is proposed. Brandenburg, Himsolt,and Rohrer, in their extensive empirial analysis of fore direted andrandomized graph drawing methods [14℄, point out that this algorithmis fast on small graphs (less than about 60 verties).� The use of some randomization in the style of simulated annealing.� The use of sophistiated methods for numerial analysis to solve equa-tions that arise from the various models. For example, the reognitionand the speial treatment of sti� equations.� The adoption of preproessing algorithm to plae the verties in a sen-sible starting position that is presumably near the equilibrium one.Although the above strategies may be helpful in some ases, the ompu-tational expense of a fore direted method is still an unsolved problem forvery large graphs. Even one of the best variants [56℄ is still estimated to workwith a omplexity of O(n3), where n is the number of verties of the graph([67℄). A drasti solution to ut down the omplexity of the algorithm is thatof eliminating from the model repulsive fores between not adjaent verties,but in this way verties that are topologially far one from the other in thegraph tend to overlap, and the drawing wraps on itself.



Chapter 4E�etiveness ProblemsLarge graphs imply a large number of objets to be shown to the user. Theability of the visualization proess to onvey information to the user is a�etedin two di�erent ways:� Growing the size of the graph, the graphial resolution limits of thevisualization devies jeopardize the disernibility of verties and edges.The number of pixels of the sreen of the devie o�ers an upper boundon the number of objets that an be visualized.� The user's omprehension of the semanti roles and mutual relationshipsof the objets presumably derease as their number inreases.The seond phenomenon is muh more diÆult to measure. In fat, al-though it is well known that omprehension and detailed analysis of data ingraph strutures is easier when the size of the displayed graph is small, veryfew �ndings in ognitive siene have pratial appliations at this time andvery few usability studies have been done [67℄. It follows that, even if usabilitymay beome an issue before the problem of graphi disernibility arises, onlythe latter seems suseptible to be measured, while an objetive measure ofinformation overload is diÆult to oneive.On the other hand, studies about how readability is inuened by graphiproperties of the drawing (the so alled aesthetis) exist ([6, 117, 115, 116℄),and one ould reasonably expet that an aestheti partiularly ritial for theomprehension of the drawing of a small graph is even more ritial when thesize of the graph is inreased.In this respet, the main result emerging from the experiment seems to bethat the minimization of the number of intersetions is by far the most impor-tant aestheti for the human omprehension of the drawing. Unfortunatelyenough, the problem of minimizing the rossing number is NP-omplete both25



26 CHAPTER 4. EFFECTIVENESS PROBLEMSfor general graphs [60℄, and for partiular ases as layered drawings [47℄ orupward retilinear drawings [61℄.Thus, sine pursuing the minimization of the number of intersetions is un-feasible (only the reognition of planar graphs an be reasonably advoated)and sine the experiments till now performed usually onern graphs of ex-tremely ontained size (the number of verties of the test graphs is seldomgreater than 20), very few are the �ndings of the researh about graph draw-ings aesthetis that an be applied to large graphs.4.1 Drawing Conventions and E�etiveness Consid-erationsDi�erent graph drawing onventions show di�erent properties with respet tographi resolution problems. In the orthogonal grid drawing onvention, forexample, the distane between unrelated objets (that is non adjaent verties,non adjaent edges, and non inident verties and edges) is bounded by thegrid distane. The onvention rules guarantee that, if we onsider a partialview showing an area of a �xed size of the drawing, unrelated objets will staydistinguishable even if the size of the input graph (and of the whole drawing)inreases. Alternatively, imagining the area of the drawing to be onstrainedby the sreen size, a rough measure of how muh unrelated objets tend toollapse when the number n of the verties of the graph inreases an be easilyfound. Namely, sine the area oupation of a two-dimensional orthogonal griddrawing both of a planar and of a non planar simple graph, is �(n) � �(n)[130, 11℄, growing the graph to be represented, the grid distane has to belinearly redued in order for the drawing to �t into the sreen.In ontrast, onsider the straight-line drawing onvention. In a two-dimensionalstraight-line grid drawing with side length f(n), the distane between a vertexand a non inident edge may be as short as 1f(n) (see Figure 4.1), while in athree-dimensional straight-line grid drawing of size f(n), the same distanemay be 1f(n)2 (see Figure 4.2).It follows that adopting a two-dimensional (three-dimensional) straight-line onvention, the risk of overlaps in a partial view of the drawing growslinearly (quadratially) with the number of verties of the graph, sine bothfor two-dimensional and three-dimensional straight-line grid drawings f(n)is O(n). Considering a piture of the whole drawing �tting into the avail-able sreen, the smallest distane between two unrelated objets diminishesquadratially (ubially).An immediate onsequene of the remarks above is that verties of an or-thogonal grid drawing may be assigned an area di�erent from zero withoutgenerating intersetions with non-inident edges, while the size of the verties
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f(n)

1

Figure 4.1: In a two-dimensional straight-line grid drawing of size f(n), thedistane between an edge and a vertex may be as short as 1f(n) .of a two-dimensional straight-line grid drawing should be inversely propor-tionate to the number of the verties of the graph to guarantee the abseneof intersetions with non-inident edges, even if the drawing method per seguarantees no intersetions.Thus, orthogonal and straight-line grid drawings show very di�erent be-haviors with respet to the problem of large graph representations: orthogonalgrid drawings tend to be less omprehensible in a global view of the graph, dueto the introdution of bends, but, on the other hand, allow a learer fousedanalysis of the drawing, sine the onvention rules guarantee a �xed distanebetween unrelated objets. Conversely, straight-line drawings may be learerwhen the whole graph is represented, sine edges have no bends, but tend tobe less omprehensible for a foused analysis, sine edges tend to overlap withverties, even when verties are onstrained to be on the grid.
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Figure 4.2: In a three-dimensional straight-line grid drawing of size f(n), thedistane between two edges may be as short as 1f(n)2 .
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Chapter 5General PriniplesTwo main priniples may be adopted to approah the eÆieny and e�etive-ness problems desribed in Chapters 3 and 4. The hiding priniple onsistsof simplifying the information to be represented, while the stressing priniple,onsists of emphasizing the objets and their relationships to help the user un-derstanding the information they represent. Both the priniples may be usedby a single omplex strategy (Chapter 7), �nding an equilibrium point betweendi�erent tradeo�s (Chapter 6).5.1 Hiding PrinipleThe hiding priniple onsists of onealing the parts of the graph upon whihthe attention of the user should not fous. In fat, both from a ognitiveperspetive, and from a mere devie-resolution one, it does not even makesense to present the user with a very large amount of data.The onept of hiding is more general than the onept of �ltering [104℄sine it does not neessarily imply the omplete removal of the objets to hide,and inludes every attempt to de-emphasize some objet by partially overingor oluding it, giving it some transpareny, shrinking it, et.The hiding operation may happen at two di�erent levels:� it may be performed on the input graph (semanti hiding), or� it may be performed on the drawing itself (geometri hiding).Although both semanti and geometri hiding are apable of inreasingthe e�etiveness of the representation, sine they both redue the amount ofinformation to be onveyed to the user, only semanti hiding has bene�iale�ets on the eÆieny of the drawing method, by utting down the size of thegraph to be displayed before the drawing proess is started, while geometrihiding needs to operate on a drawing of the whole graph.31



32 CHAPTER 5. GENERAL PRINCIPLESAlso, the visualization proess may be a�eted by semanti hiding in aseond way: by produing a graph that is not only redued in size with respetof the original one, but that has aquired some additional graph theoretiproperties whih signi�antly ease the layout proess (for example, it mayprodue a graph that is onneted and ayli).Further, the hiding priniple neessarily implies the interation with theuser, who is usually allowed to operate on the interfae and to ask for thevisualization of the parts of the drawing that are hidden in the urrent view.Thus, navigation and interation failities are essential in onjuntion withhiding tehniques.For its bene�ial e�ets on eÆieny, semanti hiding should be preferredto geometri hiding. The main advantage of the latter, though, is that it isintuitively handled by the user in an interative setting, a harateristi thatis not guaranteed by semanti hiding, and that needs to be expliitly pursuedin that ase. The user, in fat, aepts that objets that are geometrially\far" from the foused part of the drawing are onealed in the urrent view,and expets them to maintain their geometri positions when a shift of thefous introdues some new verties in the drawing and hides some others.Interating with a stati geometri world is a omforting feeling that helps theuser managing the interation primitives and is straightforward to realize whenthe hiding is a geometrial one, that is, when an underlying stati geometridesription of the whole graph atually exists.In the ase of semanti hiding a oherent geometri desription of the wholegraph is not neessarily available at any moment, and only the subgraph thathas to be shown is drawn by the appliation. The user mental map has to bepreserved in some way when the fous is shifted.5.2 Stressing PrinipleThe stressing priniple onsists of emphasizing the objets presented to theuser and their relationships with the purpose of helping the user pereivingthe information they represent. Applying the stressing priniple never reduesthe information to be shown. On the ontrary, the information is often in-reased, as graphi features may be added to the drawing, and in any ase itsrepresentation is suitably modi�ed in order to make it more expressive. Dif-ferent kinds of stressing an be reognized depending on the operations thatare performed and on the objet that are onerned:� in additive stressing some graphi features are added as deorations tothe objets. This enrihing operation may regard the olor, shape, or sizeof the objet, or the presene of labels attahed to the edges or vertiesof the graph. This orresponds to adding information to the diagram,
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(a) (b) ()

(d) (e)Figure 5.1: Examples of additive stressing: using olors (b), shapes (), sizes(d), and labels (e).rather than reduing it. Verties with the same role, for example, mayhave similar graphi features in order to help the user pereive theirommon nature (see Fig. 5.1).� In positional stressing some objets or relations between them are em-phasized by their relative positions. Verties may be onstrained to beat the enter of the drawing, or at the top of it, or on the external borderof the drawing. A set of verties may share the same internal fae, orbe plaed into the same area. Edges inident to the same vertex mayhave a presribed and meaningful irular order around it. Intersetionsmay be preluded for some edge, and some partiular path (for examplea notable shortest path) may be onstrained to be drawn on a straightline (see Fig. 5.2).� In global stressing a global property of the drawing is pursued so toinrease the omprehension of the whole drawing. Several are the prop-erties apable of inreasing the readability of a drawings, and they or-respond to the aestheti riteria mentioned in Chapter 4. A limited listinludes the number of rossing, the number of bends, the orthogonalityof the edges, the angular resolution, et. A typial property apable of
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(a) (b) ()
(d) (e) (f)Figure 5.2: Examples of positional stressing: a vertex onstrained to be atthe enter (a) or at the top (b) of the drawing, verties onstrained to sharethe external fae (), verties onstrained to be near one to the other (d),intersetions preluded for some edges (e), and a signi�ant path drawn onthe same straight line (f).inreasing the readability of the drawing is the minimum area (or vol-ume) of the drawing itself, whih may allow the whole diagram to beenompassed by a single view of the user (the problem of reduing thearea of an orthogonal drawing is disussed in Chapter 9). Other mea-sures that may be redued are the maximum edge length, or the averageedge length (Chapter 10).



Chapter 6Design Tradeo�sThis hapter ontains a list of diretions that an be explored in order to opewith large data sets. Eah of them represents a design opportunity, and orre-sponds to sari�ing some desirable harateristi of the drawing or drawingmethod in order to inrease the salability of the solution.6.1 The Relationship Between EÆieny and E�e-tivenessIn Chapters 3 and 4 we disussed how large data sets impat both the eÆienyand the e�etiveness of the representation. The relationship between the two,though, seems to be more subtle and omplex than that, sine improving thee�etiveness sometimes implies onsiderable omputational osts.Thus, inreasing the eÆieny of a drawing algorithm may allow us to in-vest some omputational time in pursuing e�etiveness, and, onversely, �nd-ing an extremely e�etive representation may indue the designer to start froma lesser quality drawing, eliminating an expensive algorithmi step.6.2 General and Domain Spei� SolutionsA ommon hoie in the e�ort to ahieve greater salability is relaxing theonstraint for total generality to devise solutions for domain-spei� prob-lems [100℄. Two are the ways in whih this relaxation may take plae:� the lass of graphs suseptible to be handled by the drawing methodmay be narrowed by assuming some partiular property to be satis�ed,as, for example, the property of being ayli or quasi-hierarhial;� it may be assumed that some additional information is available to the35



36 CHAPTER 6. DESIGN TRADEOFFSdrawing method, suh as a partition on the verties of the graph, or asigni�ant weight for the edges.6.3 Stati Versus Interative SenariosFor interative senario we mean one in whih the user is asked to ooperatein the displaying proess, by seleting the objets that need to be shownor hidden, hoosing viewpoints and zooming fators, or simply a�eting thedisplay proess by setting some visualization parameter. Stati senarios, inontrast, are those that request from the user only to speify an input andollet the output of the drawing algorithm.In omputer siene the word \interative" has a speial fasination, and,de�nitely, a positive avor. Interativity is generally seen as a great opportu-nity. Thus, it is unusual to talk about the disadvantages of interation. Asa matter of fat, though, stati senarios are easier to realize and easier tounderstand. The user barely needs some training to use a stati visualizationtool. Furthermore, the drawings produed have a wider sope of appliation.They may be, for example, printed on paper.Interative senarios onstrain the solutions to the omputer-based visual-ization domain, narrowing their �eld of appliation. Furthermore, they needsomehow more learned users, trained to interat with the mahine, and de-mand, usually, the protrated attention of suh sophistiated users.Undoubtfully, interation has bene�ial e�ets on the human's understand-ing of the information visualized. Interating with the objets, for example,helps memorizing them. Thus, interation is welome when it is not indispens-able and the solution maintains both the advantages of interative and statisenarios. But when large data sets are involved, interation tends to beomeindispensable and the advantages of stati senarios are progressively tradedo� for the opportunities of interation.As we saw in Chapter 5 the use of the hiding priniple neessarily implies aninteration with the user, who needs to ommuniate whih part of the graphsneeds to be hidden or shown. Thus, using the hiding priniple orresponds toonstraining the solution to an interative system (and user) and to narrowingthe sope of appliation of the drawing method.6.4 Radial Versus Smooth ApproahesA drasti distintion between what is shown and what is onealed of theinput graph, of what is emphasized and of what is de-emphasized, is a learand simple disipline both for the designer to implement and for the user torelate with.



6.4. RADICAL VERSUS SMOOTH APPROACHES 37When dealing with large graphs, though, radial dihotomies are not soe�etive as more exible approahes, in whih di�erent levels of gradationan be appreiated, and intermediate solutions between the extreme ones areallowed.Most of the systems for the visualization of large graphs depart from thesimpliity of radial and drasti approahes, moving towards more sophis-tiated senarios, in whih what is shown ontinuously shades into what ishidden, what is emphasized into what is de-emphasized, et.
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Chapter 7StrategiesThe two basi priniples of hiding and stressing introdued in the Chapter 5�nd a number of strategies exploiting them in di�erent and partiular ways.These strategies, in their turn, are used, alone or in ombination, by existingsystems.7.1 Windowing, Panning, and ZoomingWindowing is an elementary hiding strategy. It onsists of presenting the userwith a partial view of the whole drawing falling inside a given retangular area.Sine the objets shown are seleted on the basis of their geometri position,this hiding tehnique belongs to the ategory of geometri hiding, and has noe�et on the eÆieny of the visualization.The windowing strategy is traditionally used in information visualizationat large. The tehnique is, for example, e�etively used for the visualizationof textual information, where a srollbar allows the user to sroll up and downthe text, while the horizontal line length usually, but not neessarily, �ts intothe sreen width.In graph drawing the graphi information is not organized sequentially asin text displaying. As a onsequene, the only \initial view" that ould beoneived is a view of the whole graph. For the same reason, there is not apreferred vertial or horizontal srolling diretion and, sine the translation ofthe window has to be performed with respet to an arbitrary diretion, it isgenerally referred to as panning, rather than srolling.Other than panning, the user may zoom on the points of interest, hang-ing the sale of the objets represented, fousing on a partiular area, andsari�ing the boundaries of the urrent view. The operation of rotating thewindow is usually not allowed, for its disorienting e�ets on the user.A peuliarity that makes zooming espeially well-suited for graph draw-39



40 CHAPTER 7. STRATEGIESing is that, due to the simpliity of the graphis that represent verties andedges (usually lines and elementary geometri forms), zooming an be eas-ily performed by adjusting sreen transformations and redrawing the sreen'sontents from an internal representation, in ontrast with omplex aliasingproblems arising any time a zoom operation is performed on a pixel image [67℄suh as text fonts.7.2 Multiple Windows and Rapid ZoomingA well-known problem with the windowing tehnique lays with the radiality ofhow the hiding priniple is applied: objets that are not diretly shown to theuser, are de�nitely hidden from the user's view. The undesired onsequeneis that zooming on a fous results in a loss of all the ontextual informationfalling outside the urrent window, and suh loss of ontext may beome aonsiderable usability obstale. This problem is sometimes referred to as theproblem of fous and ontext, that is: trying to reonile an exploration atan arbitrary level of detail with a high level view of the whole informationdisplayed.Windowing o�ers only poor solutions to the problem of fous and ontext.A �rst solution onsists in providing the user with multiple windows. Typi-ally, a seondary window ontains a navigation hart: a shrunk overview ofthe whole graph, in whih the position of the primary window is shown as aretangular frame. From the hart the user an infer whih part of the drawingis urrently shown in the detailed view.

Figure 7.1: A snapshot of the Astra system, showing a navigation of a hierar-hial graph with multiple windows.



7.3. WARPED VISUALIZATIONS 41This solution has two main inonvenienes: �rst, the adoption of a seonddrawing divides the user's attention between two di�erent targets and maybe disorienting [100℄, and, seondly, the information regarding the immediateneighborhood of the urrent window, presumably the most relevant for theuser to infer the ontext, is available as muh (or as less) as the informationregarding the farthest part of the drawing. A seond solution to the fousand ontext problem is o�ered by rapid zooming [111℄. In rapid zooming theuser is given the ability to rapidly zoom in and out of points of interest, sothat, even if fous and ontext are not simultaneously available, the user anrapidly and smoothly move from fous to ontext and bak, and integrate theinformation.7.3 Warped VisualizationsA set of strategies have been devised in order to better approah the fous andontext problem. These tehniques are sometimes addressed as fous+ontexttehniques [85, 67, 100℄, sine they aim to simultaneously onveying fous andontext information in a single view.The basi idea is that of spatially distorting the drawing. Distortion givesmore room to designated points of interest and dereases the spae given tothose objets away from these points. Some tehniques work with a singlefous [85℄, others allow multiple foi to be simultaneously expanded [104℄.

Figure 7.2: A �sheye view of a hierarhi graph.Suh warped visualizations have several avors and several names, inlud-ing fous+ontext [118, 85℄, nonlinear magni�ation [75℄, �sheye views [122,58℄, and pliable surfaes [18℄.In hyperboli layout the graph is laid out on a hyperboli plane or spae,and the drawing so obtained is projeted on the Eulidean equivalent to ob-
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(a) (b)Figure 7.3: A lustered graph: in (a) the ommon nature of red, green, andblue verties, is stressed by drawing them near one to the other. In (b) theyare ollapsed in a single vertex (the squares) representative of all the vertiesof the luster.tain the �nal drawing. This projetion provides the distortion needed for thefous+ontext view.7.4 ClusteringThe lustering strategy assumes that additional information about the graphis available. Suh additional information desribes a signi�ant homogeneitybetween subsets of verties. This onept an be generalized with the notionof lustered graph [42, 40, 51℄, in whih a reursive partitioning of the vertiesan be reognized. More formally, a lustered graph C = (G;T ) onsists ofan undireted graph G and a rooted tree T , suh that the leaves of T areexatly the verties of G (a similar de�nition of \nested graph" an be foundin [103, 104℄).Sine the lustering strategy needs additional information, it orrespondsto the pattern of sari�ing generality to push e�etiveness, and sine thehomogeneity of the verties is emphasized by drawing them inside the samearea, it belongs to the lass of positional stressing.The information about homogeneity may be used to leverage the hidingpriniple as well, sine verties belonging to the same luster may be ollapsedinto the same graphi objet. This may be partiularly e�etive in an inter-ative setting, in whih the user is allowed to speify whih luster has tobe drawn expanded or ollapsed, favoring a top-down approah to the graph.This notion is a generalization of the one formalized in [41, 51℄, in whih theview at level i of a lustered graph C = (G;T ) onsider all the verties at thesame level to be expanded, and is de�ned as a graph Gi whose verties are thelusters at level i of C and featuring an ar between two verties only if thereis an ar in G between two verties belonging to the orresponding lusters.With respet to the tradeo� between radial and smooth solutions, the



7.5. SPANNING TREE REDUCTION 43

Figure 7.4: A lustered drawing of a graph in whih di�erent levels of lusteringmay be reognized.lustering tehnique allows only two extremes: the luster expanded and theluster ollapsed (that is: all its verties overlap). In Chapter 14 we will intro-due a model that allows various degrees of overlapping between the verties.7.5 Spanning Tree RedutionThe spanning tree redution strategy onsists in simplifying the input graphby onsidering only a spanning tree of the graph itself. Suh simpli�ationmakes sense only when the input graph is very near to a hierarhial graph(quasi-hierarhial graph) or when additional information is available aboutthe weight of the edges in order to produe a spanning tree that signi�antlyreets the internal struture of the input graph. Spanning tree redution is asemanti hiding tehnique. Some system optionally display the hidden edges,whih however are not onsidered when omputing the layout of the graph.7.6 PruningThe pruning strategy onsists of a semanti hiding of part of the graph basedon the topologial distane of the verties from a spei� vertex hosen asthe enter of the visualization. If the graph is a tree, the initial enter of thevisualization may be the root of the tree, onsidered as the point of view, i.e.,the enter of the attention of the user.The user is allowed to shift the fous from the urrent point of view to anadjaent vertex. As the point of view hanges, the topologial neighborhoodhanges too, sine a ertain number of verties are eliminated from it and a



44 CHAPTER 7. STRATEGIESertain number of verties are inserted. The purpose of the drawing methodsis to preserve the user mental map by minimizing the hanges in the ommonparts of two subsequent views. To this purpose a look-ahead mehanism anbe exploited, taking into aount a larger neighborhood of the urrent pointof view, and onsidering in advane the e�ets of the moves of the user. Thisproblem is onsidered in detail in Chapter 16.7.7 CompatingCompating orresponds to investing some resoures with the purpose of om-puting a drawing with redued size, inreasing in this way the e�etivenessof the visualization at the expense of the eÆieny of the drawing method.It orresponds to a global stressing, sine the property of being drawn in theminimal area is a global property and not a loal one.In Chapter 9 the problem of ompating an orthogonal representation withrespet to the area is proved to be NP-omplete. In Chapter 10 the two analo-gous problems of ompating an orthogonal representation with respet to themaximum edge length, or total edge length are proven to be NP-omplete too.Also, in the same hapter, it is proved that �nding an approximate solutionto these problems may be as hard as atually �nding the optimum solution,or, in more formal words, that the three problems do not admit a polynomialtime approximation sheme.7.8 Exploiting the Three-Dimensional EnvironmentOne popular tehnique to represent large graphs is to use a three-dimensionalinstead of a two-dimensional spae. The expliit hope ([67℄) is that the extradimension will o�er, literally, more \spae" to plae the objets, easing theproblem of displaying large strutures.It is also possible to use the extra spatial dimension to enode semantiinformation. For example, Koike [82℄ produed a 2D layout of the modules ina message passing system, using the third dimension as a time axis to displaythe message sequening information.Tehnologial advanes in omputer graphis have made three-dimensionalinformation visualization feasible on personal omputers. In fat, low-priehigh-performane 3D graphi workstations are beoming widely available, andthe impressive ahievements of the researh on omputer graphis of the last20 years are now fully transferred to industrial and ommerial produts.Three-dimensional graph drawing has both the harateristi of a hidingand of a stressing approah: while the whole graph is presented to the user, aportion of it is diretly shown, suitably enlarged by the perspetive distortion.



7.8. EXPLOITING THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL ENVIRONMENT 45Conversely, the remaining part of the graph is in the bakground, dwindledproportionally with the distane from the user, and possibly oluded by theforeground objets.Interation is natural in three-dimensional layout, both beause the part ofthe drawing that is in the bakground an be explored only moving the pointof view or rotating the objet, and beause the movement itself helps the userpereiving the three-dimensional struture of the graph. Experiments involv-ing a 3D graph-traing task showed that test subjets were able to omprehendabout three times as muh information in an interative, three-dimensional en-vironment as in a omparable two-dimensional one, when both stereo viewingand motion parallax information were available [136, 135℄.The interest of the 3D graph drawing ommunity has been mainly devotedto straight-line drawings and to orthogonal drawings. Straight-line drawingsmap verties to points and edges to straight-line segments. Many di�erentapproahes to the onstrution of straight-line drawings an be found in theliterature. For example, the method presented in [23℄ distributes the verties ofthe graph along a \momentum urve" so that there are not rossings among theedges. The produed drawings are then \ompressed" into a volume (volumeof the smallest box enlosing the drawing) of 4n3, where n is the number ofverties of the graph to be drawn. The same paper presents another algorithmwhih onstruts drawings without edge rossings of planar graphs with degreeat most 4. It \folds" a 2-dimensional orthogonal grid drawing of area h � vinto a straight-line drawing with volume h� v.Another lassial approah of the graph drawing �eld is the fore diretedone [30℄, whih has been exploited in 3D graph drawing to devise the algo-rithms presented in [17, 26, 35, 96, 137, 55, 106℄.Further, the researh on straight-line drawings stimulated a deep investiga-tion on theoretial bounds. Examples of bounds on the volume of a straight-line drawing an be found in [23, 107℄. Namely, in [23℄ it is shown that agraph an be drawn in an n � 2n � 2n volume, whih is asymptotially op-timal. In [107℄ it is shown that, for any �xed r, any r-olorable graph has adrawing with volume O(n2), and that the order of magnitude of this boundannot be improved.Speial types of straight-line drawings have been studied in [13, 50, 3, 62℄(visibility representations) and in [89℄ (proximity drawings).Three-dimensional orthogonal drawing algorithms are presented in [10, 44,45, 109, 139, 140, 110, 46, 21, 90℄In Chapter 11 is presented a novel approah to three-dimensional orthogo-nal grid drawing, expliitly aimed at produing readable layouts, rather thanmeeting some theoreti bound.In Chapter 13 of the present thesis most of the three-dimensional drawingmethods from the literature are onsidered and experimentally ompared. In



46 CHAPTER 7. STRATEGIESorder to evaluate their usability for information visualization purposes, wemeasure the omputation time and three important readability parameters:volume, average edge length, and average number of bends along edges.



Chapter 8Analysis of Existing SystemsDi�erent systems, by exploiting the strategies disussed above, ope with theproblem of e�etively visualizing large graphs. To reate a usable visualiza-tion system requires dozens of design deisions, and any one of them, if badlymade, may move the system below the threshold of usability. Thus, eah visu-alization system o�ers a unique olletion both of visualization requirementsand original solutions. In this hapter we desribe the systems orrespondingto fully working industrial or ommerial produts, well above the thresholdof usability. Our inquiry points out that, although several experimental andresearh projets exist, to our knowledge very few of them orrespond to fullyedged systems, apable of being used in pratie to handle spei� visualiza-tion problems where large data sets are involved.8.1 Cone TreesThe Cone Tree ([120℄) is one of the best known three-dimensional layoutmethod in information visualization, in whih the three-dimensional environ-ment was expliitly used with the purpose of oping with huge amount ofdata. The reators of Cone Trees laim that approximately one thousand ver-ties are representable using a 3D struture, onsiderably more than ould beunderstood in 2D.The graph to be displayed is assumed to be hierarhial, or, alternatively,a spanning-tree semanti hiding is performed on the graph to redue it to atree.Mathematially, the layout proess is quite simple. Di�erent visualizationsystems made by others reimplemented it ([19, 64, 72℄), sometimes re�ningthe original idea. A vertex is plaed at the apex of a one with its hildrenplaed evenly along the irle of its base. In the original formulation, eahlayer has ones of the same height and the one base diameters for eah level47
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Figure 8.1: A one tree [64℄.are redued in progression so that the bottom layers �ts into the width of whatthe authors alled the \room", i.e., the box ontaining the full one tree.Carri�ere and Kazman [19℄ propose a variant that alulates an approxima-tion for the diameter for eah one base by traversing the tree bottom-up andby taking the number of desendants into aount at eah step to make betteruse of the available spae. Jeong and Pang [72℄ replae the ones with dissin order to redue olusion.Cone Trees represent one of the �rst systems suessfully exploiting a three-dimensional environment for large graph visualization, although the use ofa spanning tree redution of the input graphs limits the appliation of thisdrawing method to quasi-hierarhial graphs.8.2 Site ManagerThe Site Manager [98℄ is a produt for webmasters from SGI, and inorporatesthe H3 and H3Viewer libraries [97, 99℄. A three-dimensional hyperboli viewis used, in onjuntion with a traditional 2D browser view of the diretorystruture, to explore the hyperlink struture of huge web sites, for developingor debugging purposes.The graph, supposed to be hierarhial or quasi-hierarhial, is drawn onthe hyperboli spae using a tree layout algorithm similar to the Cone Treeone. The one angle is 180Æ and the hild verties rather than being disposedon the irumferene of the one base are distributed on the surfae of ahemisphere that overs the mouth of the one. The drawing so obtained is



8.3. NICHEWORKS 49projeted on a sphere of the Eulidean spae with a �nite projetion alledprojetive model (straight lines are preserved but angles are distorted). As aonsequene, while the enter of the sphere orresponds to the point of interest(and its immediate neighborhood is barely distorted) the surfae of the sphereorresponds to points at in�nite distane from suh point. The user is allowedto explore the graph by hanging the point of interest and by rotating thesphere.

Figure 8.2: A snapshot of the Site Manager system.Site Manager o�ers an example of how a warped visualization tehniquean be oupled with a three-dimensional environment. Furthermore on theinput graph a spanning-tree semanti hiding is performed, but, optionally, thehidden edges an be shown.8.3 NiheWorksNiheWorks [138℄ is a visualization tool reated by the Bell Labs Visualiza-tion Group for the investigation of very large graphs (between 20; 000 and1; 000; 000 verties1). Originally designed for telephony appliations, was usedalso for the visualization of the relationships in a large software developmente�ort, for web site analysis, and for orrelation analysis in large databases.1It takes more than one day, though, for NiheWorks to layout a graph with one millionverties
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(a) (b) ()Figure 8.3: Cirular layout (a), hexagonal layout (b), and tree layout ()produed by he NiheWorks system on web site data.The layout algorithm omprise two suessive steps. First an initial plae-ment of the verties on the plane is found by using one of the three availablemethods: irular layout, hexagonal layout, or tree layout (see Fig. 8.3 for anexample). Seondly, the layout is re�ned by iteratively launhing one of thefollowing:� a fore direted method, without repulsive fores, alled Steepest Desent� a simulated annealing algorithm that swaps the positions of a pair of ver-ties based on the same potential funtion used by the Steepest Desentmethod, and� a repelling algorithm that omputes the nearest neighbors of eah vertexand moves the losest ones apart a small distane.As for the visualization, the NiheWorks system allows verties to bedeleted, that is onealed. The shown verties are di�erently stressed depend-ing on whether they are normal (simply shown), highlighted (emphasized), orfoused (emphasized and detailed as muh as possible).8.4 NestedVision3DNestedVision3D (NV3D for short) is a three-dimensional visualization systemdesigned to aid understanding the struture of large omputer programs [111℄.The information is modeled as a nested (that is, lustered) graph. The systemhas been tested with graphs ontaining more than 35; 000 verties and 100; 000relationships, and has been applied to projets in software reverse engineering,partiularly for Y2K malfuntioning diagnosis.



8.5. OTHER RESEARCH PROJECTS AND PROTOTYPES 51Verties may represent variables, methods, objets, and objet libraries,while edges may represent inheritane, method uses, \part-of" relationships,and the higher level arhiteture inluding the formation of objet libraries.All this information forms a omplex graph with both weighted and typedverties and ars. Entities are shown as 3D boxes, olored by type, and anhave 2D graphis drawn onto their surfaes. Relations are 3D lines or \spars"onneting verties. Eah vertex an ontain an entire sub-graph nested toan arbitrary depth. Verties an be either open (the ontents are visible)or losed (the size is redued and the sub-graph is hidden). If two vertiesontain sub-graphs that are onneted, when the verties are losed a \fat"ar onneting their boxes stands for all the nested ars.The layout is obtained through a two stage proess applied reursivelythroughout the nested struture. Eah nested graph is divided into a seriesof vertial layers, whih enfores a tree- or forest-like struture on the graph.The basi drawing algorithm works as follows: verties are assigned to vertiallayers depending on the distane from notable verties that are reognized asroot verties in a preproessing step (yles are broken as part of this proess).The disjoint trees so obtained are plaed together, beginning at varying levelsof the graph, so as to even the number of verties on any given layer of thegraph. Within a layer the layout is obtained using a simulated annealingproess: verties are dragged into position by the sum of the weighted arfores, as well as fores repelling unonneted verties.The drawing method may be further tuned by speifying a kind of ar (forexample, inheritane ars) to be used primarily when onstruting the forest,or weighting di�erently di�erent kinds of ars in the annealing proess.NestedVision3D simpli�es the input graph in the layout proess, both byonsidering only a forest subgraph when assigning verties to their levels andby ollapsing subgraphs into lustered verties. Interativity is used not onlyfor the three-dimensional exploration of the drawings and for the hoie ofollapsed lusters, but also for the hoie of the parameters for the layoutproess, sine the user is asked to rank edge types based on whih relationshipis to be explored, and to assign weights to the ars for the annealing proess.8.5 Other Researh Projets and PrototypesFrom the setions above it is apparent that very few systems are urrentlyavailable for visualizing large graphs. Munzner states in her reent Ph.DThesis ([100℄, page 17) that \Niheworks is the only graph drawing system todate besides our own H3 system that sales to large datasets." (Where \large"means well other 100; 000 verties.)However, some tools developed with the purpose of testing researh hy-



52 CHAPTER 8. ANALYSIS OF EXISTING SYSTEMSpothesis and validating solutions o�er a small olletion of hoies and alterna-tives that are worth while onsidering when oping with spei� visualizationproblems. A limited list of suh systems inludes:SemNet [48℄ (supports lustering, 3D environments, distorted visualiza-tion), DA-TU [70℄ (lustering and strong hiding, navigation), OFDAV [24℄(semanti hiding, navigation), fsviz [19℄ (hierarhies), and Latour [66℄ (trees).



Part IIIThe EÆieny Limits
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Chapter 9The Complexity ofOrthogonal CompationInvesting resoures with the purpose of reduing the size of a drawing is a pos-sible strategy to inrease the e�etiveness of the visualization. In this hapterthe problem of ompating an orthogonal drawing with respet to the area isproven to be hard. This result on�rms a long surviving onjeture of NP-hardness, justi�es the researh about applying sophistiated, yet possibly timeonsuming, tehniques to obtain optimally ompated orthogonal grid draw-ings, and disourages the quest for an optimally ompating polynomial-timealgorithm.9.1 Orthogonal CompationThe name of the last step of the topology-shape-metris approah, the om-pation step, originates from the fat that during this step, while determiningthe �nal oordinates of the verties and bends, an aestheti measure betweenarea, total edge length, or maximum edge length is hopefully minimized. Theompation problem is preisely the optimization problem onsisting of mini-mizing one of the three mentioned measures, while performing the ompationstep: in partiular we all Orthogonal Area Compation (OAC), OrthogonalTotal Edge Length Compation (OTELC), and Orthogonal Maximum EdgeLength Compation (OMELC) the three problems, respetively. In this hap-ter we deal with the OAC problem, while the OTELC and OMELC problemsare onsidered in Chapter 10.Finding the intrinsi omputational omplexity of the ompation problemhas been for a long time an elusive goal. Deades of researh in the �eld oforthogonal graph drawing have not a�eted our knowledge in this respet:the problem is mentioned as open in reent papers as in foundational ones55



56CHAPTER 9. THE COMPLEXITY OF ORTHOGONAL COMPACTION([131, 68, 81℄). As far as we know, the only ontribution to this subjet isthe early result ontained in [36℄, where the trivial ase of not onnetedgraphs is demonstrated to be NP-omplete. Also, the problem of �ndinga minimum area layout of a graph in a variable embedding setting is a wellstudied one [84, 53℄, and was shown to be NP-hard even for planar graphs [53℄.The ompation problem has been one of the hallenging tasks in theVLSI researh �eld too, where the requirement of minimizing the size of airuit layout while preserving its shape, led to formulations similar to thosearising in the graph drawing area, although, for VLSI purposes, verties arepossibly replaed by squares and additional onstraints (e.g., on the length ofspei� edges) are generally managed. Sine several VLSI formulations, relatedwith the ompation problem, are proved to be NP-hard [87℄, ompatingorthogonal representations is widely believed to be an NP-hard problem too,and heuristis produing suboptimal solutions are applied in all pratial ases.A �rst strain of heuristis desend from the \retangular re�nement" ap-proah proposed in [127℄, based on the fat that the ompation problem istratable when all faes of the orthogonal representation are retangular, andonsisting of splitting the non retangular faes into retangles and removingthe introdued edges after ompation. This approah may yield a linear timeompation step that minimizes the area, or an O(n7=4 log n) ompation stepthat minimizes the area and (seondarily) the total edge length [30℄.Reently, the ompation step has been the subjet of a renewed researhinterest. The problem of optimal ompating with respet to total edge lengthwas approahed with an ILP formulation in [79℄, relying on branh-and-ut orbranh-and-bound tehniques to �nd an optimal solution. Lately, a novel om-pation method has been devised that optimizes with respet to the area (and,seondarily, total edge length) in polynomial time in the partiular, thoughrelatively frequent, ase of turn-regular orthogonal representations ([16℄). Thelatter approah gives raise to new heuristis based on a \turn regularization"rather than a \retangularization" preproessing step. Finally, in [78℄ an ex-perimental omparison of orthogonal ompation heuristis was presented andtheir omputational time and results were ompared with the values of the op-timal ompation yielded by the algorithm in [79℄.This hapter is onerned with the omplexity of produing an orthogonalgrid drawing � starting from its orthogonal representation H while minimizingthe area of the drawing.In what follows we will onsider, without loss of generality, only orthogonaldrawings with no bends, sine eah bend an be replaed by a dummy vertexof degree two.Following a standard tehnique (see, e.g., [59, 108℄), rather than addressdiretly the optimization problem we will onsider its orresponding deisionversion, aording to whih the Orthogonal Area Compation problem on-



9.2. NP-HARDNESS OF THE OAC PROBLEM 57sists in taking as input an orthogonal representation H of a graph G and aonstant K, and deiding whether integer oordinates an be assigned to theverties of G so that the area of the drawing is less or equal than K. Moreformally they an be de�ned as follows:Problem: Orthogonal Area Compation (OAC)Instane: An orthogonal representation H of a graph G and a on-stant K.Question: Can integer oordinates be assigned to the verties of G sothat the area of the drawing is less or equal than the valueof the onstant K?We will show in the following setions that the OAC problem is NP-hardand is in NP. This is summarized in the following theorem:Theorem 6 The OAC problem is NP-omplete.9.2 NP-hardness of the OAC ProblemIn this setion, by means of a redution from the SAT problem, we provethat ompating an orthogonal representation of a onneted graph, whileminimizing its area is an NP-hard problem. To aomplish this, we introduea lass of orthogonal representations, that we all sliding-retangles gadgets,admitting an exponential number of orthogonal grid drawings with minimumarea, in all of whih the basi bloks omposing the gadget neessarily inheritthe property of being themselves drawn with the minimum area. This propertyis exploited to build a sliding-retangles gadget orresponding to a formula �of the SAT problem. We will prove the NP-hardness of the OAC problem byshowing that suh orthogonal representation admits exlusively the subset oforthogonal grid drawings with the minimum area orresponding to the truthassignments satisfying the formula �.We briey reall here the SAT problem:Problem: Satis�ability (SAT)Instane: A set of lauses, eah ontaining literals from a set of booleanvariables.Question: Can truth values be assigned to the variables so that eahlause ontains at least one true literal?Given a formula � in onjuntive normal form with variables x1; : : : ; xnand lauses C1; : : : ; Cm, we will produe an orthogonal representation HA(�)and a onstant KA(�) suh that an orthogonal grid drawing of area less orequal than KA(�) exists if and only if � is satis�able.



58CHAPTER 9. THE COMPLEXITY OF ORTHOGONAL COMPACTIONNotie that in the SAT de�nition all the variables in the same lause anbe assumed to be di�erent, i.e., the version of SAT in whih eah lause on-tains appearanes of distint variables is also NP-omplete (this an be triv-ially proved by introduing a linear number of dummy variables and furtherlauses).In what follows, by using the gadget introdued in subsetion 9.2.1, we willshow how to build the instane (HA;KA) of the OAC problem orrespondingto an instane � of the SAT problem (subsetion 9.2.2), and prove that asolution to the OAC problem on instane (HA;KA) exists if and only if theorresponding instane � of the SAT problem is satis�able (subsetion 9.2.3).9.2.1 Sliding-Retangles GadgetThe main problem in the onstrution of an instane (HA;KA) is the fatthat the property of being drawn with minimum area is a global property,regarding the whole drawing, and does not neessarily reet on parts of it.Fig. 9.1.a provides an example in whih the area overed by the external boxis minimum, while the subgraphs ontained inside are not themselves drawnas small as they ould be. This is a drawbak sine we would like to devisea hain of auses and e�ets leading from a minimized drawing to a satis�edformula and vie versa, but our only property seems to have no onsequenesif not on the boundary.
(a) (b) (c)Figure 9.1: While the orthogonal grid drawing in (a) oupies the minimumarea, its subgraphs are not themselves drawn with minimum area. Conversely,in (b) and (), the property of being drawn with minimum area is both a globaland a loal property.Obviously, we ould hange the size of the external box so to fore theglobal optimality to imply a loal optimality, as in Fig. 9.1.b, or add a suitablenumber of objets to the drawing to obtain the same e�et (Fig. 9.1.), but bydoing this we limit the number of optimal solutions, i.e., we tend to produeorthogonal representations admitting only one orthogonal drawing with theminimum area.
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Figure 9.2: The sliding-retangles gadget, in the partiular ase of n = 8 andh = 14.Instead, sine we expet the ompated drawing to orrespond to a satisfy-ing assignment and vie versa, we are seeking for an orthogonal representationthat admits as many ompated drawings as there are assignments that satisfythe formula (possibly an exponential number).What we need is a systemati way to assure that the area optimality isinherited by the internal parts of the grid drawing while preserving a suit-able degree of \freedom" (i.e., number of alternatives) for the orthogonal griddrawing of the whole graph.To this purpose we produe the sliding-retangles gadget of Fig. 9.2. Wehypothesize that the inside subgraphs an be modeled by n ontiguous (3; h)-ompatable retangles. Eah retangle an slide vertially with respet tothe following and preeding ones. The box around the graph has top andbottom side 4n + 4 verties long and right side h + 7 verties long; Betweenthe retangles and the external boundary we plae a belt onsisting of a pathof 4+8n verties. The �rst retangle, the belt, and the external box are linkedtogether as shown in Fig. 9.2. Instead of giving the � values for eah vertex ofthe belt, we will desribe its angles speifying the turn sequene � = (r4l4)nr4,where an r represents a right turn, and an l represents a left turn and rn(ln) represents a repetition of n right turns (left turns, respetively). Theturn sequene � suintly desribes the angles met when traversing the pathlokwise starting from the vertex shared with the rest of the graph, and willbe used in the following for the sake of brevity.Note that, sine four right turns are both at the beginning and at theend of the belt, the turn sequene � = (r4l4)nr4, may be equivalently writtenas r(r3l4r)nr3 or r3(rl4r3)nr. It follows that removing a r3l4r subsequenehas the same e�et of removing a rl4r3 one. What's more, removing a r3l4rsubsequene and inserting a rl4r3 one in the orret plae (before the trailing r,for example) leaves the whole turn sequene unhanged.
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(b) (c)(a)Figure 9.3: (b) An orthogonal drawing with the minimum area of a sliding-retangle gadget. When a retangle slides from the \down" position to the\up" position, the darkened area in (a) is overed and the darkened area in(d) is available; a r3l4r subsequene (blak verties in (a)) an be removed,and a rl4r3 subsequene (blak verties in ()), an be inserted in the turnsequene.The reason why we are interested in removing one subsequene and insert-ing the other is apparent from Fig. 9.3: suppose to slide a retangle upwardsof three horizontal grid lines, a r3l4r subsequene on the upper side may beremoved, sine it is partially overed by the retangle. At the same time thenew room made on the bottom side of the retangle is exatly what is neededto host a rl4r3 subsequene.Lemma 1 In eah orthogonal grid drawing of the sliding-retangles gadgetwith the minimum area (4n+ 3)� (h+ 6):1. eah retangle is drawn in the minimum area, and2. eah retangle assumes neessarily one of the two positions \up" and\down" depited in Figure 9.3.Proof: Consider the areas available to the belt above and below eahretangle in an orthogonal grid drawing with the minimum area of the sliding-retangles gadget. If the retangle is drawn itself in the minimum area andis in the down (up) position, 8 verties of the belt an be plaed in the spaeabove (below), as shown in Fig. 9.3.b.In order to show that an orthogonal grid drawing in the minimum area inwhih a retangle is not drawn itself in the minimum area or has an interme-diate position does not exist, we need to show that the belt needs all the areasabove or below the retangles, and that if a retangle has an intermediateposition, the two areas above and below the retangle an not host the samenumber of verties of the belt.



9.2. NP-HARDNESS OF THE OAC PROBLEM 61Observe that the edges of the belt are alternating horizontal and vertialsegments, and the vertial edges alternate between the four types t1; t2; t3, andt4, depited in Fig. 9.4.a, 9.4.b, 9.4., and 9.4.d, respetively.Suppose that the retangle is in the upper or lower position. Four hori-zontal grid lines are available to the belt. We prove that no more than eightverties of the belt an be hosted in the four horizontal grid lines. In fat, fromFig. 9.4 it is apparent that a type t1 or a type t3 vertial edge needs at leastthree grid points of the vertial grid line it belongs to, and thus a vertial gridline hosting a type t1 or a type t3 vertial edge an not host another vertialedge. The same holds for a vertial grid line hosting a type t2 or t4, sine thiswould fore the belt to traverse the vertial grid line two times in oppositediretions, and therefore being trapped in the same side of the grid line, orto traverse it two times in the same diretion, whih is impossible without athird traversal in the opposite diretion. Sine eah vertial segment takes onevertial grid line, all the spae above or below the retangles is used by thebelt.If a retangle has an intermediate position it leaves less than four horizontalgrid lines to the belt in the spae above and below the retangle, and fails tohost as many verties (observe, for example, that a type t1 or t3 vertial edgean not be hosted in suh a spae, sine the belt would be trapped in the sameside of the vertial grid line hosting the edge).It follows that an orthogonal grid drawing in the minimum area of thesliding-retangle gadget in whih a retangle is not drawn itself in the minimumarea or has an intermediate position does not exist.
(d)(b) (c)(a)Figure 9.4: The vertial segments of the belt are of the four type t1, t2, t3,and t4, represented in (a), (b), (), and (d), respetively.From the above lemma, it follows that the sliding-retangles gadget admitsan exponential number of orthogonal grid drawings with the minimum area.The following properties introdue some variants to the sliding-retanglesgadget, for whih an aordingly modi�ed version of Lemma 1 holds. Theproofs are omitted for brevity.Property 1 In the sliding-retangles gadget, a (w0; h + 3)-ompatable ret-angle, with w0 arbitrary, an be inserted at any position between the sliding-
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Figure 9.5: A variant of the sliding-retangles gadget obtained by inserting twoimmovable retangles (Property 1) and replaing a (3; h)-ompatable slidingretangle with a (7; h)-ompatable one (Property 2).retangles, provided that w0 + 1 verties are added to the top and bottom sidesof the external box.Property 2 In the sliding-retangles gadget, a (3; h)-ompatable retanglean be replaed by a (3+4; h)-ompatable one, where  is an arbitrary positiveinteger, provided that 4 verties are added to the top and bottom sides of theexternal box, and a (r4l4) sub-sequene is inserted at the beginning of the turnsequene of the belt.Fig. 9.5 shows a sliding-retangles gadget featuring both variants.Also, it is easy to verify that if the retangles of a sliding-retangles gadgetare allowed to assume only a subset of all the possible (otherwise exponential)on�gurations, an aordingly modi�ed version of Lemma 1 holds, stating thatonly the orresponding subset of orthogonal grid drawings with minimum areaare admitted.9.2.2 Instane (HA; KA) Constrution RulesIn this subsetion we desribe how to onstrut an instane (HA(�);KA(�))of the OAC problem orresponding to an instane � of the SAT problem, insuh a way as to inorporate a sliding-retangles gadget.The onstrution of the orthogonal representation HA(�) requires threesteps:i) build a lause-gadget for eah lause Ci,ii) ombine lause-gadgets together, andiii) add external boundary and belt.These three steps are desribed in the following three paragraphs. Thefourth paragraph is onerned with produing a value for KA(�)



9.2. NP-HARDNESS OF THE OAC PROBLEM 63i) Clause-gadget ConstrutionIn the following we assume that the formula � of the SAT problem has nboolean variables, x1; : : : ; xn, and m lauses C1; : : : ; Cm.The lause-gadget is omposed by n hambers, one for eah variable, whetherthe variable atually ours in the lause Ci or not. We all (i; j)-hamber thehamber of lause Ci orresponding to the variable xj . The (i; j)-hamber,with 1 < j < n is shown in Fig. 9.6.a, while the (i; 1)-hamber and the (i; n)-hamber are shown in Fig. 9.6.b and 9.6., respetively.
(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)Figure 9.6: First line: the hambers orresponding to: (a) a variable xj, with1 < j < n; (b) the variable x1; and () the variable xn. Seond line: true-ompliant orthogonal grid drawings orresponding to the orthogonal repre-sentations of �gure (a), (b), and (), respetively. Third line: false-ompliantorthogonal grid drawings orresponding to the same orthogonal representa-tions.Observe that the edge lengths of Fig. 9.6.a, 9.6.b, and 9.6. are not mean-ingful, sine suh �gures are only meant to desribe orthogonal representations.However some partiular orthogonal grid drawings of the hambers will be soreurrent in what follows as to deserve a de�nition: we de�ne true-ompliantan orthogonal grid drawing of a hamber suh that the vertex distanes are
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(c) (d)(b)

(a)

Figure 9.7: (a) The hambers orresponding to a lause of a formula with sixvariables. The blak verties are weldings. The obstales inserted in a (i; j)-hamber, when variable xj does not our in lause Ci (b); when variable xjours in the lause Ci with a positive literal (); or a negative literal (d). The�gure shows only the ase of an (i; j)-hamber with 1 < j < n; other ases aresimilar.exatly those represented in Fig. 9.6.d, 9.6.e, or 9.6.f, and false-ompliant anorthogonal grid drawing of a hamber suh that the vertex distanes are ex-atly those represented in Fig. 9.6.g, 9.6.h, or 9.6.i.For the sake of brevity we all ompliant a true-ompliant or false-ompliantorthogonal grid drawing of a hamber, and we say that, in a given orthogonalgrid drawing � ofHA, a hamber is true-ompliant (false-ompliant, ompliant,respetively) whenever the orthogonal grid drawing of the hamber induedby � is true-ompliant (false-ompliant, ompliant, respetively).All the n hambers orresponding to lause Ci are attahed together in arow, in suh a way that the (i; j)-hamber shares two verties with the (i; j+1)-hamber. We all suh verties weldings. Fig. 9.7 shows all the hambers of alause-gadget for a formula with six variables.To be ompleted the lause-gadget is added with two types of furthersubgraphs: obstales, and pathways. An (i; j)-hamber orresponding toa variable xj not ourring in the lause Ci reeives an obstale as shownin Fig. 9.7.b. Any other (i; j)-hamber reeives two obstales as shown inFig. 9.7., if the variable xj ours with a positive literal, or as shown inFig. 9.7.d, otherwise. Fig. 9.8.a shows an example of a lause-gadget with itsobstales.Finally, the lause-gadget is augmented with a pathway omposed by a
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chamber
first

chamber
last

(a)

(b)Figure 9.8: (a) The hambers orresponding to lause Ci = x2_x3_x4_x6 of aformula � with six variables one ompleted with obstales. The blak vertiesare weldings. (b) The pathway inserted in the lause-gadget is omposed by11 (i.e., 2n� 1) A-shaped strutures linked together.suession of 2n�1 A-shaped strutures linked together as shown in Fig. 9.8.b.The pathway originates from the (i; 1)-hamber and terminates in the (i; n)-hamber, as shown in the same �gure.ii) Combining Clause-gadgets TogetherAll the lause-gadgets orresponding to formula � are plaed one upon theother, so that eah (i; j)-hamber shares its bottom 8 verties with the (i+1; j)-hamber, for i = 1; : : : ; n� 1. Furthermore, hinges are introdued. Hinges arevertial paths, originating from the weldings.A hinge 8 verties long links the welding between the (i; j)-hamber andthe (i; j+1)-hamber with the welding between the (i+1; j)-hamber and the(i+ 1; j + 1)-hamber, for i = 1; : : : ;m� i, and j = 1; : : : ; n� 1.A hinge 6 verties long attahes to the welding between the (i; j)-hamberand the (i; j + 1)-hamber, with i = 1 or i = n, and j = 1; : : : ; n � 1. Thelause-gadgets and hinges for a formula with �ve variables and four lausesare shown in Fig. 9.9.a.iii) Adding External Boundary and BeltTo obtain the �nal orthogonal representation HA(�) an external boundaryand a belt are added to the onstrution. The external boundary has a topand bottom sides of 9n + 3 verties and a right side of 9m + 8 verties. The
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(a) (b)Figure 9.9: (a) Clause-gadgets and hinges for a formula with �ve variables andfour lauses. The blak verties are weldings. The inside of the lause-gadgetsis not represented (darkened areas). (b) Adding external boundary and beltto the onstrution of (a) (darkened area) to obtain the �nal orthogonal rep-resentation HA(�).belt is a path inserted between the boundary and the ore of the onstrutionand omposed by 2+ 24(n� 1) verties, so that its turn pattern is (r4l4)2nr4.The external boundary, the belt, and the ore of the onstrution are attahedtogether as shown in Fig. 9.9.b.iv) Computing Constant KA(�)The instane (HA;KA) of the OAC problem is ompletely de�ned as the valueof KA(�) = (9n + 4) � (9m + 7) is assigned. Fig. 9.10 shows an exampleof HA(�) for a formula � with four boolean variables and four lauses withKA(�) = 40� 43 = 1; 720.9.2.3 CorretnessHere we prove that an orthogonal grid drawing � of area at mostKA(�) an befound for the orthogonal representation HA(�) if and only if the orrespondinginstane � of the SAT problem admits a solution.The following properties hold:Property 3 An orthogonal grid drawing of the orthogonal representation HA(�)has length at least 9n+ 4, and height at least 9m+ 7.



9.2. NP-HARDNESS OF THE OAC PROBLEM 67Proof: It suÆes onsidering the number of verties on the top side anright side of the external boundary of the orthogonal representation HA(�)(see Fig. 9.9.b).Property 4 The horizontal (vertial) distane between a welding v and a ver-tex on one of the vertial (horizontal) sides of the external boundary of HA(�)is the same in every orthogonal grid drawing � of HA(�) with area KA(�).Proof: For the horizontal distane it suÆes onsidering that a path pleading from a vertex on the left vertial side, to a vertex on the right vertialside of a lause gadget an be found in HA(�), suh that (i) v belongs to p, (ii)the oordinates of the verties of p are non dereasing with respet to the x-axis, and (iii) the number of horizontal edges of p is 9n+2. Sine the distanebetween the right vertial side of a lause gadget and the right vertial sideof the whole drawing is at least two, and the horizontal edges have length atleast one, the horizontal position of v in any drawing of length 9n+4 is �xed.Regarding the vertial distane between a welding and the external bound-ary, notie that, sine the area of the orthogonal grid drawing � is minimum,all the welding between (i; j)-hamber and (i; j+1)-hamber, with i = 1; : : : ; nhave the same x oordinate, i.e., the hinges that attah to them lie neessarilyon the same vertial grid line. Considering the length of the hinges, and thatat least a horizontal grid line must be left between two hinges, to host thepathway, and between the external boundary and the hinges, to host the belt,the statement follows.Property 5 An orthogonal grid drawing of an (i; j)-hamber is (9; 9)-ompatable.Proof: For the minimum width it suÆes onsidering the number of ver-ties on the top side of the subgraphs represented in Fig. 9.6.a, 9.6.b, and 9.6..To prove that when the hambers are drawn in the minimum width theirminimum height is 9, for j = 1 or j = n it suÆe onsider the number ofverties on the left and right side of Fig. 9.6.b, and 9.6., respetively. Forother values of j, observe that the hamber is omposed by two non onnetedsubgraphs, and that at least a line must lay between them to host the pathway.Property 6 A ompliant (i; j)-hamber orresponding to a variable xj notourring in lause Ci ontains two A-shaped strutures of the pathway.Proof: The statement follows from the observation that the pathway mustneessarily overlap with the dotted lines shown in Fig. 9.11. From the same�gure is apparent that the only way to aomplish this is by inserting twoA-shaped strutures of the pathway inside an (i; j)-hamber.



68CHAPTER 9. THE COMPLEXITY OF ORTHOGONAL COMPACTIONProperty 7 A true-ompliant (false-ompliant) (i; j)-hamber ontains twoA-shaped strutures of the pathway if the orresponding literal is negative (pos-itive), and may ontain only one if the literal is positive (negative).Proof: The proof is obvious onsidering Fig. 9.12 and Fig. 9.13 where theases are represented.Let � be an orthogonal grid drawing of HA. We say that a lause-gadget Ciis ompliant in � if eah hamber of Ci is ompliant in �. Also, we de�ne truthon�guration of Ci in � as the suession of boolean values bj , j = 1; : : : ; n,suh that bj is true (false) if the orresponding (i; j)-hamber is true-ompliant(false-ompliant).Lemma 2 A lause-gadget admits a truth on�guration T if and only if as-signing the sequene of boolean values of T to the variables x1; : : : ; xn produesat least one true literal in the orresponding lause Ci.Proof: By ontradition: suppose that the lause-gadget admits a truthon�guration T , and that the sequene of boolean values of T assigned to thevariables x1; : : : ; xn yield a false value for all the literals of the orrespond-ing lause Ci. Eah hambers of the lause-gadget orresponds to a variablenot ourring in Ci, or ourring with an opposite truth value. Thus, eahhamber must ontain two A-shaped strutures of the pathway (Properties 6and 7, respetively). It follows that the number of A-shaped strutures of thepathway of the lause-gadget should be 2n, while is 2n� 1.Conversely, suppose T is a truth on�guration that, when assigned to thevariables x1; : : : ; xn, produes at least a true literal in the lause Ci. Let xtbe a variable yielding a true literal. For Property 7 the (i; t)-hamber admitsa ompliant orthogonal grid drawing ontaining only one A-shaped strutureof the pathway. Sine 2n � 2 A-shaped strutures and n � 1 hambers areleft, their drawing may be ompliant with the orresponding truth value ofthe truth on�guration T , sine two A-shaped strutures of the pathway areontained in eah of them (Properties 6, and 7).Lemma 3 The orthogonal representation HA(�) admits an orthogonal griddrawing of area at most KA(�) if and only if formula � is satis�able.Proof: Suppose formula � is satis�able and let T a truth on�gurationorresponding to an assignment satisfying �. Lemma 2 states that eah lause-gadget admits an orthogonal grid drawing ompliant with T . If all the lause-gadgets are drawn ompliant with the truth assignment T , eah hamber isdrawn in the minimum area, and the vertial olumn of hambers orrespond-ing to the same boolean variable overs a retangular area of 7 � 9m, so is



9.2. NP-HARDNESS OF THE OAC PROBLEM 69assimilable to a (3 + 4; 9m)-ompatable retangle with  = 1 (Property 2).Between eah pair of ontiguous sliding retangles a (0; 9m + 4)-retangle isinserted, as allowed by Property 1. Furthermore, aording to the above twovariants, the top and bottom sides of the external boundary are 9n + 3 ver-ties long, the right side of the boundary is 9m + 8 verties long, and thebelt has a bend pattern � = (r4l4)2nr4. It follows that the orthogonal repre-sentation HA(�) is a sliding-retangles gadget, and Lemma 1 assures that anorthogonal grid drawing with area KA(�) exists for eah truth on�gurationorresponding to a truth assignment satisfying �.Conversely, suppose formula � is not satis�able. Lemma 2 implies thatthere isn't a truth on�guration that an be assumed by all lause-gadgets.Sine eah hamber is attahed to the hamber below with its bottom-sideverties, it follows that in any orthogonal grid drawing of HA(�), at least onehamber is not ompliant. As a onsequene one of the following holds:1. a hamber has height greater than 9,2. a lause-gadget has length greater than 9n, or3. all lause-gadget have length equal to 9n, and a olumn of hinges hasheight grater than 9m+ 4.Eah of the above three statements implies that the orthogonal grid drawing �of HA(�) has an area greater than KA(�). In fat:� ase 1 implies that at least one olumn of hambers has height greaterthan 9m, and Lemma 1 rules out the existene of an orthogonal griddrawing of the sliding-retangles gadget with area KA(�) in whih aretangle has an area greater than 7� 9m.� ase 2 implies that the width of the whole orthogonal grid drawing isgreater than 9n + 4, and from Property 3 and the de�nition of KA(�),the statement follows.� Finally, ase 3 implies analogously that the height of the orthogonaldrawing is greater that 9m+ 7.Lemma 4 The OAC problem is NP-hard.Proof: The statement follows from Lemma 3 and from the fat that theorthogonal representation HA(�) has O(n�m) verties, and its onstrution(and the omputation of KA(�)) an be done in polynomial time.



70CHAPTER 9. THE COMPLEXITY OF ORTHOGONAL COMPACTION9.3 The OAC Problem is in NPTo prove that the Orthogonal Area Compation problem is in NP we produea nondeterministi Turing mahines that deide it in polynomial time.The nondeterministi Turing mahines that we desribe in the followingtake as input the instane (H;K), and generate the set S of orthogonal griddrawings of H with oordinates in the range [0; v�1℄, where v is the number ofverties of H. Then they hek eah orthogonal grid drawing in S is to verifyin polynomial time if its area, total edge length, or maximum edge length,respetively, is less or equal than the onstant K.It's easy to show that, if an orthogonal grid drawing � 62 S of the or-thogonal representation H exists with area (total edge length, maximum edgelength, respetively) less or equal than a onstant K, then an orthogonal griddrawing �0 2 S exists with equal or less area (total edge length, maximumedge length, respetively). In fat, sine our orthogonal representations haveno bends, if � is an orthogonal grid drawing of H suh that the horizontal(vertial) distane between two of its verties is bigger than v � 1, then �neessarily ontains a vertial (horizontal) grid line non interseting any ver-tex of H that an be removed, dereasing the distane of suh two verties,the area, the total edge length and, possibly, the maximum edge length. Fur-thermore, if � 62 S is an orthogonal grid drawing of H suh that the distaneof any two verties is less or equal to v � 1, then an orthogonal grid draw-ing �0 2 S exists with the same area (total edge length, maximum edge length,respetively).Observe that, sine the oordinates of the verties in the range [0; v�1℄, it'seasy to hek in polynomial time whether an orthogonal grid drawing � 2 Sis a feasible solution (verties do not overlap, edges are orthogonal and do notinterset, angles around verties are oherent with H labeling), and whetherthe area, total edge length, or maximum edge length of � is less or equal thanthe onstant K.The nondeterministi Turing mahine for the OAC problem works as fol-lows: it takes as input the instane (H;K), and, if v is the number of vertiesof H, writes an arbitrary sequene of v oordinate pairs in the range [0; v�1℄.When this writing stops, the mahine goes bak and heks to see whetherthe string written is an orthogonal grid drawing, and, if so, whether its areais less or equal than K.The following lemma is, therefore, proved:Lemma 5 The OAC problem is in NP.
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X 1 X 2 X 3 X 4

Figure 9.10: The orthogonal representation HA(�) orresponding to the for-mula � = (x2 _ x4)^ (x1 _ x2 _ x3 _ x4)^ (x3)^ (x1 _x2 _ x3). The partiularorthogonal grid drawing shown in the �gure has minimum area and orre-sponds to the truth assignment: x1 = false; x2 = true; x3 = false; x4 = true.



72CHAPTER 9. THE COMPLEXITY OF ORTHOGONAL COMPACTION
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(h)(g)(f)(e)Figure 9.11: The �rst line shows the possible on�gurations of a ompli-ant (i; j)-hamber orresponding to a variable xj not ourring in the lause Ci.The seond line shows that the hambers neessarily ontain two A-shapedstrutures of the pathway when are drawn in the minimum area.
(a) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (h)(g)

(b)

Figure 9.12: When variable xj ours in the lause Ci with a positive literal,a true-ompliant (i; j)-hamber (a and ), may ontain only one A-shapedstruture of the pathway (e and g, respetively), while a false-ompliant (i; j)-hamber (b and d) ontains neessarily two A-shaped strutures (f and g,respetively).
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(h)(g)(f)(e)Figure 9.13: When variable xj ours in the lause Ci with a negative literal,a false-ompliant (i; j)-hamber (a and ), may ontain only one A-shapedstruture of the pathway (e and g, respetively), while a true-ompliant (i; j)-hamber (b and d) ontains neessarily two A-shaped strutures (f and g,respetively).
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Chapter 10Related ProblemsThis hapter disusses the problem of ompation with respet to the maximumand total edge length, whih are proven to be NP-omplete as well.10.1 NP-Completeness of the OTELC and OMELCProblemsThe previous hapter addresses the omplexity of produing an orthogonalgrid drawing starting from its orthogonal representation while minimizing thearea of the drawing. The total edge length, and the the maximum edge lengthare two alternative measures for the size of the drawing that ould be used inthe ompation step, and give rise to other two di�erent optimization prob-lems. The three riteria of minimizing area, maximum edge length, and totaledge length, are onsidered to have roughly the same aestheti e�et: thatof reduing the size of the drawing (or of part of it) and so improving itsreadability. However, onits between the three requirements (see Fig. 10.1)imply that they onstitute three di�erent, although losely related, optimiza-tion problems.In an analogous way as for the area minimization problem, we reast thetwo problems of minimizing the total edge length and maximum edge lengthas deision problems:Problem: Orthogonal Total Edge Length Compation (OTELC)Instane: An orthogonal representation H of a graph G and a on-stant K.Question: Can integer oordinates be assigned to the verties of G sothat the total edge length of the drawing is less or equalthan the value of the onstant K?Problem: Orthogonal Maximum Edge Length Compation(OMELC) 75



76 CHAPTER 10. RELATED PROBLEMS
(a) (b) (c) (d)Figure 10.1: The orthogonal drawings (a) and (b) orrespond to the sameorthogonal representation, and show how the two requirements of minimiz-ing the area and minimizing the total (or maximum) edge length may notbe met by a single drawing (the graph is bionneted and its orthogonal rep-resentation is \turn-regular" as de�ned in [16℄). The drawings () and (d)too orrespond to a single orthogonal representation: () minimizes the max-imum edge length and (d) the total edge length (the graph is bionneted, itsorthogonal representation is \turn-regular" and retangular).Instane: An orthogonal representation H of a graph G and a on-stant K.Question: Can integer oordinates be assigned to the verties of G sothat the maximum edge length of the drawing is less orequal than the value of the onstant K?To prove that the Orthogonal Total Edge Length Compation problem isNP-hard we redue the SAT problem to it by slightly modifying the onstru-tion desribed in Setion 9.2.Observe that, in any orthogonal grid drawing of HA(�) with area KA(�),the total edge length an not be greater than `0 = (l + 1) � (h + 1), wherel and h are the minimum values of the length and height of an orthogonaldrawing of HA(�), respetively. To obtain the instane (HTEL(�);KTEL(�))of the OTELC problem we add to HA(�) a number of `0 edges along the topand right sides of HA(�) and onnet them to HA(�) as shown in Fig. 10.2.a.We assign to KTEL(�) the value `0(l + 2) + `0(h+ 2) + `0 = `0(l + h+ 5).If � is satis�able, then for Lemma 3 HA(�) admits an orthogonal grid draw-ing with area KA(�), and HTEL(�) admits an orthogonal grid drawing withtotal edge length less or equal than KTEL(�). Conversely, if HTEL(�) admitsan orthogonal grid drawing of total edge length less or equal than KTEL(�),then HA(�) admits an orthogonal grid drawing with area KA(�). In fat, it'seasy to see that every orthogonal grid drawing � of HTEL(�) suh that HA(�)overs an area bigger thanKA(�) has a total edge length greater thanKTEL(�).Then, from Lemma 3 follows that the orresponding formula � is satis�able.Similarly, the SAT problem an be redued to the Orthogonal Maximum
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(a) (b) (c)Figure 10.2: (a) The orthogonal representation HTEL(�), and (b and ) thetwo possible ases for the orthogonal representation HMEL(�). The darkenedareas represent the HA(�) orthogonal representation of Fig. 9.9.b.Edge Length Compation problem. Namely, to obtain the instane (HMEL(�);KMEL(�)) of the OMELC problem we modify the orthogonal representationHA(�), adding a retangular box to it, in suh a way that the number ofverties along the top side of the obtained orthogonal representation is equal tothe number of the verties along the right side of it (see Fig. 10.2.b and 10.2.).Finally, we add a pair of edges running along the top and right side of theonstrution as shown in the same �gures.Sine the last added two edges are the longest in any orthogonal griddrawing of HMEL(�), an orthogonal grid drawing of HMEL(�) that minimizesthe maximum length, also minimizes the perimeter of HA(�). In partiular,when the maximum edge length of HMEL(�) is KMEL(�) = max(9n+4; 9m+7), the perimeter of HA(�) is exatly (9n + 4) � (9m + 7), and the area ofHA(�) is exatly KA(�), so that, an orthogonal grid drawing of HMEL(�) withmaximum edge length equal toKMEL(�) exists if and only if the orrespondingformula � is satis�able.The following lemma is then proved:Lemma 6 The OTELC, and OMELC problems are NP-hard.Sine similar nondeterministi Turing mahines an be easily devised toshow that the the OTELC and OMELC problems are in NP, the followingtheorem is proved:Theorem 7 The OTELC, and OMELC problems are NP-Complete.10.2 Final RemarksWe have shown that ompating an orthogonal representation while minimiz-ing an aestheti measure between area, maximum edge length, and total edge



78 CHAPTER 10. RELATED PROBLEMSlength is an NP-omplete problem and that it doesn't allow a polynomial-timeapproximation sheme.An interesting topi is whether the three problems retain their omplexitywhen fousing on partiular lasses of graphs. One may ask, for example, whatis the inuene of the onnetivity properties of the graphs. For bionnetedgraphs, in spite of the fat that the proposed onstrutions are not bionneted(due to hinges and belt attahment), it's easy to modify these parts (thikeningthem as shown in Figure10.3) so to produe an orthogonal representationHA(�) of a bionneted graph.
(a) (b)Figure 10.3: Hinges and belt attahment an be thikened as shown in (a) and(b), respetively, to make the orthogonal representation HA(�) bionneted.Other interesting problems are the following:� does an orthogonal representation, whose underlying graph is a simpleyle, retain the omplexity of the three general problems?� does \turn-regularity" (de�ned in [16℄) haraterize the orthogonal rep-resentations for whih the ompation problem is polynomial?
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Chapter 11A Split&Push Approah toThree-DimensionalOrthogonal DrawingWe present a method for onstruting orthogonal drawings of graphs of maxi-mum degree six in three dimensions without intersetions between edges devisedwith the expliit purpose of generating readable drawings rather that meetingasymptoti bounds. It an be onsidered more as a general strategy rather thanas a spei� algorithm. The approah is based on generating the �nal drawingthrough a sequene of steps, starting from a \degenerate" drawing. At eahstep the drawing \splits" into two piees and �nds a struture more similar toits �nal version. The new method aims at onstruting drawings without any\privileged" diretion and with a routing strategy that is not deided in ad-vane, but depends on the spei� needs of the drawing. This hapter derivesfrom the material presented at the 6th International Symposium on GraphDrawing, GD'98, Montreal, Canada, August 1998 [32℄. A journal version anbe found in [33℄.11.1 A Strategy for Construting 3D OrthogonalDrawingsIn this setion we desribe a novel approah to three-dimensional orthogonalgraph drawing, that an be onsidered more as a general strategy rather thanas a spei� algorithm. In fat, an algorithm atually adopting this approahis presented in Chapter 12. In the framework desribed hereunder a three-dimensional orthogonal drawing algorithm is generated through four algorith-mi steps, orresponding to four properties suessively gained by the drawing.81



82 CHAPTER 11. A SPLIT&PUSH APPROACH TOTHREE-DIMENSIONAL ORTHOGONAL DRAWINGThe reognition of suh intermediate solutions, o�ers a promising perspetivein a researh �eld that, although rih of interesting and deep results, su�ers,in our opinion, from a lak of general methodologies.In this hapter we will refer exlusively to three-dimensional drawings, andwill omit the \three-dimensional" adjetive from the de�nitions. Further, tosimplify the notation, when this does not ause ambiguities, we shall onsideran orthogonal drawing as a graph with oordinate values for its verties andbends.We also make use of more unusual de�nitions that desribe intermediateproduts of our design proess. Suh de�nitions allow us to desribe \degen-erate" drawings where verties an overlap, edges an interset, and/or anhave length 0.A 01-drawing is an orthogonal grid drawing suh that eah edge has eitherlength 0 or length 1 and verties may overlap. Observe that a 01-drawing doesnot have bends along the edges.A 0-drawing is a (very!) trivial 01-drawing suh that eah edge has length0 and all verties have the same oordinates. A 1-drawing is a 01-drawingsuh that all edges have length 1 and verties have distint oordinates. (SeeFig. 11.1.) Observe that while all graphs have a 01-drawing, only some admita 1-drawing. For example the triangle graph does not admit a 1-drawing.

Figure 11.1: A 1-drawing of a graph with ten verties.Let G be a graph. A subdivision G1 of G is a graph obtained from G byreplaing some edges of G with simple paths. We partition the verties ofG1 into verties that belong also to G (we all them original verties) andverties that belong only to G1 (we all them dummy verties). Observe thata subdivision G2 of G1 is a subdivision of G. If G does not have verties withdegree greater than 6, beause of the drawing algorithms mentioned in theintrodution, there always exists a subdivision of G that admits a 1-drawing.



11.1. A STRATEGY FOR CONSTRUCTING 3D ORTHOGONALDRAWINGS 83From now on, unless otherwise spei�ed, we deal only with graphs whosemaximum degree is at most 6.A dummy path of G1 is a path onsisting only of dummy verties exept,possibly, at the endpoints (that an be original verties). A planar path of anorthogonal drawing is a maximal path whose verties are on the same plane.A planar dummy path is self-interseting if it has two distint verties withthe same oordinates. We onsider only paths with at least one edge.Our method onstruts orthogonal grid drawings with all verties at dis-tint oordinates and without intersetions between edges (exept at the om-mon endpoints). The drawing proess onsists of a sequene of steps. Eahstep maps a 01-drawing of a graph G into a 01-drawing of a subdivision of G.We start with a 0-drawing of G and, at the last step, we get a 1-drawing ofa subdivision G1 of G. Hene, an orthogonal grid drawing of G is obtainedby replaing eah path of G1, orresponding to an edge fu; vg of G, with anorthogonal polygonal line onneting u and v.The general strategy is as follows. Let G be a graph. We onsider severalsubsequent subdivisions of G. We onstrut an orthogonal grid drawing � ofG in four phases.Vertex Sattering: Construt a sattered representation �1 of G, i.e. a 01-drawing suh that:� �1 is a subdivision of G,� all the original verties have di�erent oordinates, and� all the planar dummy paths are not self-interseting.After this phase dummy verties may still overlap both with dummy andwith original verties.Diretion Distribution: Construt a diretion-onsistent representation �2of G, i.e. a 01-drawing suh that:� �2 is a sattered representation of G,� for eah vertex v of �2, v and all its adjaent verties have di�erentoordinates.We all this phase Diretion Distribution beause after this phase theedges inident on v \leave" v with di�erent diretions. Observe that thisis true both in the ase v is original and in the ase v is dummy.Vertex-Edge Overlap Removal: Construt a vertex-edge-onsistent repre-sentation �3 of G, i.e. a 01-drawing suh that:



84 CHAPTER 11. A SPLIT&PUSH APPROACH TOTHREE-DIMENSIONAL ORTHOGONAL DRAWING� �3 is a diretion-onsistent representation of G,� for eah original vertex v, no dummy vertex has the same oordi-nates of v.After this step the original verties do not \ollide" with dummy verties.Observe that groups of dummy verties sharing the same oordinatesmay still exist.Crossing Removal: Construt a 1-drawing �4 that is a vertex-edge-onsistentrepresentation of G.Observe that, sine �4 is a 1-drawing, all its verties, both original anddummy, have di�erent oordinates. Also, observe that an orthogonalgrid drawing � of G is easily obtained from �4.Eah of the above phases is performed by repeatedly applying the samesimple primitive operation alled split. Informally, this operation \uts" theentire graph with a plane perpendiular to one of the axes. The verties lyingin the \utting" plane are partitioned into two subsets that are \pushed" intotwo adjaent planes. A more formal de�nition follows.In what follows, the term diretion always refers to a diretion that isisotheti with respet to one of the axes and the term plane always refers to aplane perpendiular to one of the axes. Given a diretion d we denote by �dits opposite diretion.Let � be a 01-drawing. A split operation has 4 parameters d, P , �, �,where:� d is a diretion.� P is a plane perpendiular to d.� Funtion � maps eah vertex of � laying in P to a boolean.� Funtion � maps eah edge fu; vg of � laying in P suh that �(u) 6= �(v)and suh that u and v have di�erent oordinates to a boolean.Operation split(d; P; �; �), applied to �, performs as follows (see Fig. 11.2).1. Move one unit in the d diretion all verties in the open half-spae de-termined by P and d. Suh verties are \pushed" towards d.2. Move one unit in the d diretion eah vertex u on P with �(u) = true.3. For eah edge fu; vg that after the above steps has length greater thanone, replae fu; vg with the new edges fu;wg and fw; vg, where w is anew dummy vertex. Vertex w is positioned as follows.



11.2. FEASIBILITY OF THE APPROACH 85(a) If the funtion �(fu; vg) is not de�ned, then vertex w is simply putin the middle point of the segment u; v.(b) Else, (the funtion �(fu; vg) is de�ned) suppose, without loss ofgenerality, that �(u) = true and �(v) = false. Two ases arepossible. If �(u; v) = true, then w is put at distane 1 in the ddiretion from v. If �(u; v) = false, then w is put at distane 1 inthe �d diretion from u. Roughly speaking, the funtion � is usedto speify whih is the orientation of the \elbow" onneting u andv.

(a) (b)Figure 11.2: An example of split: (a) before the split and (b) after the split.Verties with � = true (� = false) are blak (light grey). Edges with � = true(� = false) are labelled t (f). The little ubes are dummy verties insertedby the split.Observe that a split operation applied to a 01-drawing of a graph G on-struts a 01-drawing of a subdivision of G. Also, although split is a simpleprimitive, it has several degrees of freedom, expressed by the split parame-ters, whose usage an lead to very di�erent drawing algorithms. Further, splithas to be \handled with are", sine by applying a \random" sequene of splitoperations there is no guarantee that the proess terminates with a 1-drawing.11.2 Feasibility of the ApproahIn this setion we show how the split operation an be used to perform thefour drawing phases desribed in Setion 11.1.



86 CHAPTER 11. A SPLIT&PUSH APPROACH TOTHREE-DIMENSIONAL ORTHOGONAL DRAWINGSine the de�nition of a sattered representation requires that all the planardummy paths are not self-interseting and sine an edge of zero length impliesthe existene of a self-interseting path, we have:Property 8 All the edges of a sattered representation have length 1.We now prove that a sattered representation an always be onstruted.Theorem 8 Let �0 be a 0-drawing of a graph G. There exists a �nite sequeneof split operations that, starting from �0, onstruts a sattered representationof G.Proof: Consider a sequene of split operations all performed with planesperpendiular to the same axis, say the x-axis, and suh that eah split sepa-rates one original vertex from the others.Namely, suppose that the n verties of �0 are labelled v1; : : : ; vn and thatall of them are positioned at the origin. For eah i suh that 1 � i � n� 1 weperform split(d; P; �i; �) where:� d is the diretion of the x-axis.� P is the plane x = 0.� Funtion �i maps vertex vi to true and all the other verties on P tofalse.� Funtion � is not de�ned on any edge.At the end of the proess all verties lie on the same line and originalverties have di�erent oordinates. Furthermore, all the obtained dummypaths onsist only of straight line segments with length 1 and with the samediretion. Hene, all dummy paths are not self-interseting.Let u be a vertex. We all the six diretions around u aess diretionsof u. Consider the aess diretion of u determined by traversing edge fu; vgfrom u to v; this is the aess diretion of u used by fu; vg. An aess diretionof u that is not used by any of its inident edges is a free diretion of u.Given a diretion d and a vertex v, we denote by Pd;v the plane throughv and perpendiular to d. The following theorem shows that, starting from asattered representation, we an always onstrut a diretion-onsistent rep-resentation.Theorem 9 Let �1 be a sattered representation of a graph G. There exists a�nite sequene of split operations that, starting from �1 onstruts a diretion-onsistent representation of G.



11.2. FEASIBILITY OF THE APPROACH 87Proof: We onsider one by one eah vertex u of �1 with edges fu; vgand fu;wg that use the same aess diretion d of u. Sine �1 is a satteredrepresentation of G we have that:� u is an original vertex, and� at least one of v and w (say v) is dummy.Also, by Property 8 we have that no edge inident to u has length 0, andhene use a diretion of u.Two ases are possible. Case 1: at least one free diretion d0 of u isorthogonal to d; see Fig. 11.3.a. Case 2: diretion �d is the only free diretionof u; see Fig. 11.4.a.
(a) (b)Figure 11.3: Case 1 in the proof of Theorem 9, before (a) and after (b) thesplit operation.

(a) (b)Figure 11.4: Case 2 in the proof of Theorem 9, before (a) and after (b) thesplit operation.



88 CHAPTER 11. A SPLIT&PUSH APPROACH TOTHREE-DIMENSIONAL ORTHOGONAL DRAWINGCase 1: We perform split(d0; Pd0 ;u; �; �) as follows. We set �(v) = true,all the other verties of Pd0;u have � = false. Also, �(u; v) = true, all theother edges in the domain of � have � = false.After performing the split (see Figure 11.3.b), the �rst edge resulting fromthe subdivision of fu; vg uses the diretion d0 of u. The usage of the otheraess diretions of u is unhanged. Also, all the other verties still use thesame aess diretions as before the split with the exeption, possibly, of v(that is dummy).Case 2: Let d00 be a non-free diretion of u di�erent from d. We performthe same split operation as the one of Case 1, using diretion d00 instead of d0.After the split, (see Figure 11.4.b), the �rst edge resulting from the subdivisionof fu; vg uses the diretion d00 of u. At this point, sine at least one diretionof the free diretions of u is orthogonal to d00 (diretion �d), we an apply thesame strategy of Case 1.Finally, it is easy to observe that the above split operations preserve theproperties of the sattered representations.In the following we show that, starting from a diretion-onsistent repre-sentation, a vertex-edge-onsistent representation an be obtained.We de�ne a simpler version of split(d; P; �; �), alled trivialsplit(d; P ),where � is false for all verties of the utting plane, and, as a onsequene,the domain of � is empty. Roughly speaking, trivialsplit has the e�et ofinserting a new plane in the drawing that ontains only the dummy vertiesthat are aused by the edge \strethes". We use trivialsplit for takling theases where a dummy vertex has the same oordinates of another vertex. Thefollowing property follows from the de�nition.Property 9 Operation trivialsplit does not a�et the usage of the aess di-retions of the verties.Theorem 10 Let �2 be a diretion-onsistent representation of a graph G.There exists a �nite sequene of split operations that, starting from �2, on-struts a vertex-edge-onsistent representation of G.Proof: Consider one by one eah original vertex u of �2 suh that thereexists a dummy vertex v with the same oordinates of u. Let fv0; vg andfv; v00g be the inident edges of v. By Property 8 and by the fat that �2is a sattered representation of G, it follows that v, v0 and v00 have di�erentoordinates.Let d0 and d00 be the diretions of v used by fv0; vg and by fv; v00g, respe-tively (see Fig. 11.5.a and Fig. 11.6.a). We perform trivialsplit(d0; Pd0;v) andtrivialsplit(d00; Pd00;v). After performing suh operations vertex v is guaran-teed to be adjaent to dummy verties w0 and w00 reated by the performedsplits.



11.2. FEASIBILITY OF THE APPROACH 89
(a) (b) ()Figure 11.5: First ase in the proof of Theorem 10.

(a) (b) ()Figure 11.6: Seond ase in the proof of Theorem 10.Two ases are possible (see Fig. 11.5.b and Fig. 11.6.b): either d0 = �d00or not. In the �rst ase we de�ne d000 as any diretion orthogonal to d0; in theseond ase we de�ne d000 as any diretion among d0, d00, and the two diretionsorthogonal to d0 and d00. At this point we perform a third split. Namely, weapply split(d000; Pd000;v; �; �) as follows (see Fig. 11.5. and Fig. 11.6.).� �(v) = true, all the other verties of Pd000;v have � = false.� All the edges in the domain of � have � = true.Note that at this point u and v have di�erent oordinates. Further, byProperty 9 and beause of the struture we have hosen for split we have thatthe entire sequene of operations preserves the properties of the diretion-onsistent representations, and does not generate new vertex-edge overlaps.In the remaining part of this setion, we study how to perform the lastphase of the general strategy presented in Setion 11.1. Namely, we are goingto show that, given a vertex-edge-onsistent representation of a graph G, itis possible to onstrut a new vertex-edge-onsistent representation of G that



90 CHAPTER 11. A SPLIT&PUSH APPROACH TOTHREE-DIMENSIONAL ORTHOGONAL DRAWINGis a 1-drawing. Before introduing the orresponding theorem we need someintermediate terminology and results.Let � be a 01-drawing of G. We say that two distint vertex-disjoint planarpaths p0 and p00 of � on the same plane interset if there exist two verties oneof p0 and the other of p00 with the same oordinates. We denote by �(�) thenumber of the pairs of interseting planar dummy paths of �. Observe that�(�) an be greater than one even if there are just two verties with the sameoordinates (see Fig. 11.7).

Figure 11.7: Two dummy verties with the same oordinates originating 3pairs of interseting planar dummy paths.Suppose we need to perform an operation trivialsplit(d; P ) on � and let�0 be the obtained 01-drawing. Let P 0 be the plane of � parallel to P and atdistane 1 from P in the d diretion.Property 10 Plane P 0 does not ontain any edge of �0.Of ourse this implies that P 0 does not ontain any planar path. Also,beause of Property 10, we have:Property 11 The planar dummy paths of �0 are in one-to-one orrespondenewith the planar dummy paths of �.Property 12 �(�) = �(�0).Proof: This follows from Property 11 and from the fat that two planardummy paths of � interset if and only if the orresponding planar dummypaths of �0 interset.



11.2. FEASIBILITY OF THE APPROACH 91Theorem 11 Let �3 be a vertex-edge-onsistent representation of a graph G.There exists a �nite sequene of split operations that, starting from �3, on-struts a 1-drawing of a subdivision of G.Proof: Sine �3 is vertex-edge-onsistent, all original verties have distintoordinates, but some dummy verties may still overlap.If �(�3) = 0, then �3 is already a 1-drawing of G. Otherwise, we repeatedlyselet a pair of interseting planar dummy paths p0 and p00 (see Fig. 11.8.a)and \remove" their intersetion, dereasing the value of �. Suh removal isperformed as follows.Let u and v be the end-verties of p0. We have three ases:

(a) (b)
()Figure 11.8: Interseting planar dummy paths in the proof of Theorem 11.The blak vertex is original. All the other verties are dummy. The littleubes are dummy verties inserted by the split operations desribed in theproof. Slanted edges indiate the rossing.1. exatly one of u and v (say v) is an original vertex,2. both u and v are original verties, or



92 CHAPTER 11. A SPLIT&PUSH APPROACH TOTHREE-DIMENSIONAL ORTHOGONAL DRAWING3. both u and v are dummy verties.In Case 1 (see Figs. 11.8.a and 11.8.b) we perform trivialsplit(d; Pd;v)where d is the diretion p0 leaves v. In Case 2 we perform trivialsplit(d0; Pd0 ;u)and trivialsplit(d00; Pd00;v) where d0 (d00) is the diretion p0 leaves u (v). InCase 3 we do not perform any trivialsplit.After the above splits, by Property 12, the value of � stays unhanged.Also, observe that the drawing is still a vertex-edge-onsistent representationof G. At this point we onentrate on Case 1, the other ases are similar andare omitted for brevity. We denote by s the dummy vertex introdued alongp0 by trivialsplit(d; Pd;v).Let d000 be a diretion orthogonal to the plane P where p0 and p00 interset.We perform split(d000; P; �; �), by setting (see Fig. 11.8.):� �(x) = true for eah vertex x 2 p0 and x 6= v; s (false otherwise) and� � = true for all the edges in the domain of �.We have that � dereases after the split by at least one unit. It is easyto see that suh a split preserves the properties of the vertex-edge-onsistentrepresentations.In this setion we have shown that split is a powerful tool in performingthe phases of the strategy presented in Setion 11.1. Namely, eah of VertexSattering, Diretion Distribution, Vertex-edge Overlap Removal, and Cross-ing Removal an be performed by a �nite sequene of splits.



Chapter 12The Redue-Forks AlgorithmWe present an algorithm alled Redue-Forks and using the Split&Push frame-work for three-dimensional orthogonal graph drawing desribed in the previoushapter. The phases of the strategy are re�ned into several heuristis that areillustrated in the orresponding setions. In Chapter 13 the Redue-Forksalgorithm will be ompared with most of the drawing methods taken from theliterature. The work desribed in this hapter appeared in [32, 33℄.12.1 Vertex SatteringAn edge fu; vg is ut by split(d; P; �; �) if u and v have di�erent values of �.Informally, they were in plane P before the split and are in di�erent planesafter the split. A pair of adjaent edges that are ut by a split is a fork.Roughly speaking, the heuristi of Redue-Forks for Vertex Satteringworks as follows. We selet an arbitrary pair of original verties u and v of Gwith the same oordinates. Let P 0, P 00, and P 000 be the three planes ontainingu and v. We onsider the set of split operations with planes P 0, P 00, and P 000and that separate u from v and perform one with \a few" forks. We hooseto keep small the number of forks beause eah fork will require the insertionof at least one dummy vertex in the subsequent Diretion Distribution phase.Suh dummy verties will beome bends in the �nal drawing. We repeatedlyapply the above strategy until a sattered representation is obtained.More formally, observe that �nding a split with no forks is equivalent to�nding a mathing ut. A mathing ut in a graph is a subset of edges thatare pairwise vertex disjoint (mathing) and suh that their removal makes thegraph disonneted (ut). Unfortunately, the problem of �nding a mathingut in a graph is NP-omplete (see [113℄). The proof in [113℄ is based on aredution from the NAE3SAT problem [59℄ and holds for graphs of arbitrarydegree. 93



94 CHAPTER 12. THE REDUCE-FORKS ALGORITHMHowever, a simple heuristi for �nding a ut with a few forks is desribedbelow.Consider verties u and v. We olor blak and red the verties in the twosides of the split. Eah step of the heuristi olors one vertex. At a ertainstep a vertex an be blak, red or free (unolored). At the beginning u is blak,v is red, and all the other verties are free.Colored verties adjaent to free verties are ative verties. Blak (Red)verties adjaent to red (blak) verties are boundary verties. See Fig. 12.1.Eah step works as follows.

Figure 12.1: Red, blak, and free verties in the Vertex Sattering heuristi ofAlgorithm Redue-Forks.1. If a boundary ative red vertex, say x, exists, then olor red one freevertex y adjaent to x. The rationale for this hoie is the following: sinevertex x is adjaent to at least one blak vertex w (from the de�nitionof boundary vertex), by oloring y red we prevent a fork between fx; ygand fx;wg. Analogously, if a boundary ative blak vertex exists, thenolor blak one of its adjaent free verties.2. Else, if an ative red vertex, say x, exists, then hoose a free vertex yadjaent to x and olor y red. This is done to avoid utting edge fx; yg.Analogously, if an ative blak vertex exists, then olor blak one of itsadjaent free verties.



12.2. DIRECTION DISTRIBUTION 953. Else, randomly olor blak or red a random free vertex.We perform the above heuristi to eah of the subgraphs indued by theverties on P 0, P 00, and P 000. Then we selet a split with the plane among P 0,P 00, and P 000 where the ut with the smallest number of forks has been found.The heuristi an be implemented to run time and spae linear in the sizeof the urrent 01-drawing (a graph of maximum degree six has a linear numberof edges).Observe that, sine eah split gives di�erent oordinates to at least twooriginal verties formerly having the same oordinates, in the worst ase theheuristi is used a number times that is linear in the number of original verties.Fig. 12.4 shows the sequene of splits performed by the heuristi on theK6 graph.12.2 Diretion DistributionNow, for eah original vertex u of G with edges fu; vg and fu;wg suh that vand w have the same oordinates (at least one of v and w is dummy), we haveto �nd a split that separates v from w (see Fig. 12.2.a). Of ourse there aremany degrees of freedom for hoosing the split. In Redue-Forks a heuristiis adopted that follows the approah of the proof of Theorem 9. However,in performing the splits we try to move an entire planar dummy path ratherthan moving a single dummy vertex. This has the e�et of both dereasing thenumber of bends (dummy verties with orthogonal inident edges) introduedby the split, and of oasionally solving an analogous problem on the otherextreme of the planar dummy path.More formally, we apply the following algorithm.1. Compute the (two) planar dummy paths pv and qv ontaining fu; vg(see Figs. 12.2.b{12.2.) and the (two) planar dummy paths pw and qwontaining fu;wg (see Figs. 12.2.d{12.2.e).2. For eah path of pv, qv, pw, and qw determine the split operations thatseparate the path (exept for the possible original verties) from all theother verties that lie on its plane. For eah path we have exatly twopossible splits. Fig. 12.3 shows the e�et of two possible splits on theon�guration of Fig. 12.2.a.3. Weight the eight split operations obtained in the previous step aordingto the number nd of verties that beome diretion-onsistent after thesplit and, seondarily, to the number of bends they introdue. Observethat 1 � nd � 2. In the example of Fig. 12.3 the split desribed byFig. 12.3.b is preferred to the split desribed in Fig. 12.3.a.
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(a)
(b) ()
(d) (e)Figure 12.2: An example illustrating the heuristi adopted by theRedue-Forks algorithm for the Diretion Distribution phase. Blak vertiesare original. All other verties are dummy. In (a) two verties (v, and w)adjaent to the original vertex u, share the same oordinates. Paths pv, qv,pw, and qw are shown with dark grey in (b), (), (d), and (e), respetively.



12.3. VERTEX-EDGE OVERLAP REMOVAL AND CROSSINGREMOVAL 97

(a) (b)Figure 12.3: The e�et of applying two di�erent split operations on the on-�guration shown in Fig. 12.2.a. In (a) and (b), the planar dummy path pv(Fig. 12.2.) and pw (Fig. 12.2.e), respetively, is moved in the upward dire-tion by the split. The split operation orresponding to the latter on�gurationis preferred by the Redue-Forks heuristi sine both u and u0 beome dire-tion onsistent after the split.4. Selet and apply the split operation with minimum weight.Observe that, sine eah original vertex requires at most six splits, thisphase is performed with a number of splits that is, in the worst ase, linear inthe number of original verties.12.3 Vertex-Edge Overlap Removal and CrossingRemovalTo perform the Vertex-Edge Overlap Removal and the Crossing Removalphases a tehnique is used similar to the one applied for the Diretion Distri-bution phase. Namely, we identify a set of splits that an \do the job". Weweight suh splits and then apply the ones with minimum weights.For eah original vertex u of G suh that v has the same oordinates as u:1. Compute the (at most three) planar dummy paths ontaining v.2. For eah path omputed in the previous step, determine the split oper-ations that separate the path (exept for the possible original verties)from all the verties that lie on its plane. For eah path we have exatlytwo possible splits.



98 CHAPTER 12. THE REDUCE-FORKS ALGORITHM3. Weight the split operations obtained in the previous step aording tothe number of bends and/or rossings they introdue.4. Selet and apply the split operation with minimum weight.For eah pair of dummy verties u and v having the same oordinates:1. Compute all the planar dummy paths ontaining u or v.2. Determine all the split operations that separate suh paths and u fromv.3. Weight suh splits aording to the number of bends they introdue.4. Selet and apply the split with minimum weight.The presented tehniques are easily extensible to obtain drawings of graphsof arbitrary degree with the following strategy.� The Vertex Sattering step remains unhanged.� In the Diretion Distribution step for verties of degree greater thansix, we �rst \saturate" the six available diretions and then we evenlydistribute the remaining edges.� The Vertex-edge Overlap Removal step remains unhanged.� In the Crossing Removal step we distinguish between rossings that are\needed" beause of the overlay between edges that is unavoidable be-ause of the high degree and the rossings that an be removed. For thelatter type of rossings we apply the tehniques presented in Setion 11.2,while the �rst type of rossings are handled in a post-proessing phase,where verties are suitably expanded.Figs. 12.4 and 12.5 show how Redue-Forks omputes a drawing of aK6 graph. Spheres represent original verties while ubes represent dummyverties. Verties with the same oordinates are drawn inside the same box.
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(a) (b)

() (d)

(e) (f)Figure 12.4: The Vertex Sattering phase of algorithm Redue-Forks appliedon a K6 graph. (a) is a 0-drawing and (f) is a sattered representation.
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(a) (b)
() (d)Figure 12.5: (a{) the Diretion Distribution phase of algorithm RedueForks applied on the sattered representation of the K6 graph of Fig. 12.4.f(dupliated in (a) for the onveniene of the reader). (d) �nal drawing. Ob-serve that in this example the Vertex-edge Overlap Removal and the CrossingRemoval phases are not neessary sine () is already a 1-drawing.



Chapter 13Experimental Comparison ofThree-DimensionalOrthogonal Drawing MethodsIn this hapter we desribe the results of an experiment onerning most of thethree-dimensional orthogonal drawing methods found in literature. Also, wevalidate the Split&Push approah introdued in Chapter 11 by omparing theperformane of algorithm Redue Forks desribed in Chapter 12 with the otheralgorithms. The omparison shows that no algorithm tested an meet both therequirements of minimum area and redued number of bends, on�rming theexistene of a tradeo� between the two measures, a onept that was suggestedby several researhers, but still waits to be rigorously proven. Unfortunately,the drawings produed by the Split&Push algorithm, extremely readable whenthe graph is small, seem to loose their good qualities when the size of the inputgraph inreases. Thus, urrent orthogonal three-dimensional drawing methodshave to be onsidered still unusable for representing large graphs. They don'treah the threshold of usability. Part of the work desribed in this hapterappeared in [32, 33℄.13.1 Algorithms DesriptionWhile several experimental omparisons and extensive empirial analysis anbe found in the literature for two-dimensional drawing methods [14, 31, 132℄,three-dimensional drawing algorithms have not been the objet of the sameattention. This is partiularly unfortunate sine both for its theoretial ap-peal and for the high number of potential appliations, researh in 3D graphdrawing is ourishing. Low-prie high-performane 3D graphi workstationsare beoming widely available and the demand of visualization of large graphs101



102 CHAPTER 13. EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OFTHREE-DIMENSIONAL ORTHOGONAL DRAWING METHODSinreases with the popularity of the graph drawing methods and tools, and 3Dgraph drawing seems to o�er interesting perspetives to suh a demand.In what follows we will fous on three-dimensional orthogonal drawingalgorithms.Biedl [10℄ shows a linear time algorithm (in what follows we all it Slies)that draws a graph in O(n2) volume with at most 14 bends per edge. Thedrawing is obtained by plaing all the verties on a ertain horizontal planeand by assigning a further horizontal plane to every edge, \one slie per edge".Eades, Stirk, and Whitesides [44℄ propose a O(n3=2)-time algorithm, basedon augmenting the graph to an Eulerian graph and on applying a variationof an algorithm by Kolmogorov and Barzdin [83℄. The algorithm produesdrawings that have O(n3=2) volume and at most 16 bends per edge. We allthis algorithm Kolmogorov.The algorithm proposed by Eades, Symvonis, and Whitesides in [45℄ (weall it Compat) requires O(n3=2) time and volume and introdues at most 7bends per edge.In the same paper [45℄ Eades, Symvonis, andWhitesides presented a seondalgorithm (we all it Three-Bends) whose omplexity is linear, while its volumeis 27n3, and at most 3 bends per edge are introdued. Algorithm Three-Bendsis based on augmenting the graph to a 6-regular graph and on a oloringtehnique. The implementation used in the experimental omparison followsthe desription of the algorithm given in the journal version [46℄, in whih,by using the result in [124℄ for the oloring phase, the time omplexity ofalgorithm Three-Bends is O(n)1.Papakostas and Tollis [109℄ present a linear time algorithm (we all itInterative) that requires at most 4:66n3 volume and at most 3 bends peredge. It is inremental and an be extended to draw graphs with verties ofarbitrary degree. The onstrution starts from a �rst pair of adjaent verties,and then it adds one vertex at a time with its inident edges.Wood [140℄ presents an algorithm for maximum degree 5 graphs that re-quires O(n3) volume and at most 2 bends per edge. Reently [139℄, the resulthas been extended to maximum degree 6 graphs using no more than 4 bendsper edge. The volume is at most 2:37n3, the total number of bends is alwaysless than 7m=3, where m is the number of edges.Closson, Gartshore, Johansen, and Wismath present an algorithm thatuses O(pn) � O(pn) � O(n) spae, and introdues a maximum of 6 bendsper edge, working in linear time [21℄. We all suh algorithm Dynami for itspartiular harateristi of allowing both insertions and deletions of vertiesand edges in onstant time.Finally, Eades, Symvonis, and Whitesides in the journal version [46℄ of [45℄1In the paper [45℄ the oloring phase is assumed to run in O(n3=2) time.



13.1. ALGORITHMS DESCRIPTION 103presented several algorithms in an e�ort to explore the trade-o�s between vol-ume oupation and number of bends. In partiular, the authors presentthree linear algorithms that draw degree six graph in O(pn)�O(pn)�O(n),O(pn)� O(n)� O(n), and O(n)�O(n)�O(n) volume, introduing a max-imum of 6, 5, and 4 bends per edge, respetively. We all them Six-Bends,Five-Bends, and Four-Bends.The publiation of several of the three-dimensional orthogonal algorithmsmentioned above, onstituted suh a breakthrough in the searh for algorithmsable to meet asymptoti bounds, that they were published without any ex-periment (and sometimes without any implementation at all). All the moreinteresting is the assessment that some of them have a pratial behavior farbetter than what guaranteed by the authors. However, few of them seem to beandidate algorithms for visualization purposes. In Fig. 13.1 the theoretialbounds for the algorithms tested in the experimental omparison are shown.Algorithm Ref. Time ompl. Max bends VolumeCompat [45, 46℄ O(n3=2) 7 O(pn)�O(pn)�O(pn)Dynami [21℄ O(n) 6 O(pn)�O(pn)�O(n)Interative [110℄ O(n) 3 O(n)�O(n) �O(n)Five-Bends [46℄ O(n) 5 O(pn)�O(n) �O(n)Kolmogorov [44℄ O(n3=2) 16 O(pn)�O(pn)�O(pn)Redue-Forks [33℄ | | |Six-Bends [46℄ O(n) 6 O(pn)�O(pn)�O(n)Slies [10℄ O(n) 14 O(pn)�O(pn)�O(n)Three-Bends [45, 46℄ O(n) 3 O(n)�O(n) �O(n)Figure 13.1: Theoretial bounds for the algorithms tested in the experi-mental omparison. No theoretial bounds ould be found for algorithmRedue-Forks.We inluded between the tested algorithms the algorithm Slies andKolmogorov for histori reasons. In fat, the Slies algorithm by Biedl [10℄was the �rst, to our knowledge, to propose a three-dimensional layout in whihall the verties lay on the same plane, while the edges use the spae above andbelow the suh plane for routing purposes. This strategy was adopted by mostof the following algorithms, and between them the algorithm Kolmogorov, wasthe �rst to meet the optimal bound on the volume.To explore the volume-bends trade-o� we implemented and tested theCompat Six-Bends, Five Bends, and Three-Bends (the Four-Bends algo-rithm has an asymptoti behavior that is worse than Three-Bends one de-sribed in the same paper).Algorithm Interative has the same asymptoti volume oupation asThree-Bends, but smaller onstants, while the maximum number of bends



104 CHAPTER 13. EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OFTHREE-DIMENSIONAL ORTHOGONAL DRAWING METHODSintrodued on an edge is 3 for both algorithms. Algorithm Dynami has thesame asymptoti volume oupation and maximum number of bends per edgeas Six-Bends.In onlusion, we have implemented and performed the experimental om-parison of algorithms Compat [45, 46℄, Dynami [21℄, Interative [110℄,Five-Bends [46℄, Kolmogorov [44℄, Redue-Forks [33℄, Six-Bends [46℄, Sli-es [10℄, and Three-Bends [45, 46℄ with a large test suite of graphs. The ex-periments have been performed on a Linux platform by using the 3DCube [114℄system. All the algorithms have been implemented in C++.Unfortunately, we didn't had the time to implement the algorithm in [139℄and to inlude it in the experiment.13.2 Graph Base GenerationThe �rst problem arising in a graph drawing experiment is the adoption ofa suitable graph base. Sine the 3D graph drawing �eld, for its novelty, stilllaks well established real-life benhmark suites, we were fored to test thealgorithms on randomized graphs instead of real-life examples, and sine nograph base was available for three-dimensional orthogonal graph drawing weunderwent the proess of produing one.The test suite desribed hereunder is available at http://www.dia.uni-roma3.it/�patrigna/3dube/test suite.html. It was �rst used for the exper-iment presented in the paper [33℄, and used by the authors of [110, 90℄ todisuss the pratial behavior of their algorithms.The test suite is omposed of 1900 randomly generated graphs having from6 to 100 verties, 20 graphs for eah value of vertex ardinality. All graphsare onneted, with maximum vertex degree 6, without multi-edges and self-loops. The density is hosen to be in the middle of the allowed interval: thenumber of edges is twie the number of verties. Note that in a onnetedgraph of maximum degree 6, the density an range from 1 to 3. Also, as putin evidene in [31℄, in the pratial appliations of graph drawing it is unusualto have graphs with density greater than 2.The randomization proedure was very simple. For eah graph the num-ber of verties and edges was set before the randomization. Edge insertionswere performed on distint randomized verties, provided their degree wasless than 6 and an edge between the two verties did not already exist. Af-ter all the edges had been inserted, the graph was tested for onnetedness.Non onneted graphs had all their edges removed and reinserted from srathwith the same randomized proess desribed above, till a onneted graph wasprodued.



13.3. EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON 10513.3 Experimental ComparisonWe performed the experimental omparison by running eah of the testedalgorithms on eah graph of the graph base. After the drawing was produedwe launhed a simple post-proessing algorithm with the purpose to eliminateempty planes (planes not ontaining verties nor bends).We onsidered two families of quality measures. For the eÆieny we reliedon the time performane (CPU seonds); for the readability we measured theaverage number of bends along the edges, the average edge length, and theaverage volume of the minimum enlosing box with sides isotheti to the axes.Figs. 13.2, 13.3 13.4 and 13.5 illustrate the results of the omparison.The omparison shows that no algorithm tested an be onsidered \thebest". Namely, some algorithms are more e�etive in the average numberof bends (Interative, Redue-Forks, and Three-Bends) while other al-gorithms perform better with respet to the average volume (Compat andSlies) or to the edge length (Compat, Interative, and Redue-Forks).More preisely:� The average number of bends (see Fig. 13.3) is omparable for Inte-rative, Redue-Forks, and Three-Bends, sine it remains for all ofthem under the value of 3 bends per edge, while it is more and morehigh for Five-Bends, Six-Bends, Compat, and Dynami. The averagenumber of bends is a little higher for Slies, and it is de�nitely muhtoo high for Kolmogorov. Furthermore, Redue-Forks performs bet-ter than the other algorithms for graphs with number of verties in therange 5{30. Interative performs better in the range 30{100. An-other issue onerns the results of the experiments vs. the theoretialanalysis. About Kolmogorov the literature shows an upper bound of 16bends per edge [45℄ while our experiments obtain about 19 on average.This inonsisteny might show a little \aw" in the theoretial analysis.Further, about Compat the experiments show that the average ase ismuh better than the worst ase [45℄.� Conerning the average edge length (see Fig. 13.4), Redue-Forks seemsto be one of the best performing. In fat is the one that produes shortestedges for graphs up to 50 verties, whereas Compat is better from 50 to100. Other algorithms show worse performane.� The values of volume oupation (see Fig. 13.5) show that Compat,Six-Bends, and Slies have the best performane for graphs biggerthan 30 verties, while Redue-Forks performs better for smaller graphs.Some examples of the drawings onstruted by the experimented algo-rithms are shown in Fig. 13.6.



106 CHAPTER 13. EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OFTHREE-DIMENSIONAL ORTHOGONAL DRAWING METHODSFor these onsiderations, we an say that Redue-Forks is the most e�e-tive algorithm for graphs in the range 5{30. Also, among the algorithms thathave the lowest number of bends along the edges (Interative, Redue-Forks,and Three-Bends), Redue-Forks is the one that has the best behavior interms of edge length and volume. This is obtained at the expense of an eÆ-ieny that is muh worse than the other algorithms. However, the CPU timedoes not seem to be a ritial issue for the size of graphs in this interval. Infat, even for Redue-Forks, the CPU time never exeeds 100 seonds, whihis still a reasonable time for most appliations.13.4 Pratial Usability of Three-Dimensional Or-thogonal Drawing AlgorithmsThe tests we performed on�rm the widespread onvition in the three-dimen-sional orthogonal researh area that a treado� between aestheti riteria im-poses that a drawing method that guarantees fewer bends per edge uses morespae. Both the asymptoti bounds of the algorithms and their experimentalbehavior seem to on�rm this onjeture.Unfortunately, the fat that a drawing with a few bends and ontained ina restrited area annot be automatially produed disourages the adoptionof three-dimensional orthogonal drawings for pratial purposes. The usermay experiene a disorienting feeling of onfusion even when presented withdrawings of relatively small graphs within optimal boundsBy and large, orthogonal three-dimensional drawings seems unable to ex-ploit the potential of the three-dimensional environment. As for the Redue-Fork algorithm presented in Chapter 11, although it yields surprisingly leardrawings of small graphs, it looses its e�etiveness when the size of the inputgraph inreases, and its poor eÆieny ontributes to disouraging its adoptionfor larger graphs.As for Redue-Fork algorithm, it produes extremely readable drawingswhen the size of the input graph is small (see Figures 12.3 and 13.6 for someexamples), but, unfortunately, the drawings seem to loose their good qualitieswhen the size of the input graph inreases. Although graphs with verties inthe range 10{100 are ruial in several appliations [31℄, the drawing algorithmfails to suessfully exploit the three-dimensional environment to representlarge graphs.Thus, although 3D graph drawing seems to o�er interesting perspetivesfor the visualization of large graphs, the experiments presented in this haptershow that the aestheti quality of the drawings produed with the existingalgorithms is still not suÆient to deal with large graphs (see, for example,Fig. 13.6). Also in this respet it would be important to improve the readabil-



13.4. PRACTICAL USABILITY OF THREE-DIMENSIONALORTHOGONAL DRAWING ALGORITHMS 107ity of the produed drawings, even at the expenses of a higher omputationtime.Suh improvement ould be reahed exploring several alternatives:� New, more sophistiated algorithms and heuristis (alternative to Redue-Forks) ould be devised within the Split&Push paradigm desribed inChapter 11. Suh heuristis might be based on modi�ed versions of the3D graph drawing algorithms listed in Setion 13.1.� The impat of bend-strething (or possibly other post-proessing teh-niques) on the performane of the di�erent algorithms may be onsid-ered. A preliminary study in this diretion is the paper [90℄, in whihseveral re�nement heuristis are desribed and tested. The main resultof [90℄ seems to be that the Redue-Fork algorithm is a good andidatefor this kind of post-proessing re�nement, sine the quality of its draw-ing was signi�antly improved by the tested tehniques. Unfortunately,the omputational time of the re�nement tehniques was not onsidered,and so the pratial usability of suh tehniques for very large data setsremains open.
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Figure 13.2: Comparison of Algorithms Compat, Interative, Kolmogorov,Redue-Forks, Slies, Three-Bends, Five-Bends, Six-Bends, and Dynamiwith respet to time performane (on a logarithmi sale).
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Figure 13.3: Comparison of Algorithms Compat, Interative, Kolmogorov,Redue-Forks, Slies, Three-Bends, Five-Bends, Six-Bends, and Dynamiwith respet to average number of bends.
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Figure 13.4: Comparison of Algorithms Compat, Interative, Kolmogorov,Redue-Forks, Slies, Three-Bends, Five-Bends, Six-Bends, and Dynamiwith respet to average edge length.
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Figure 13.5: Comparison of Algorithms Compat, Interative, Kolmogorov,Redue-Forks, Slies, Three-Bends, Five-Bends, Six-Bends, and Dynamiwith respet to volume oupation.
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(a) (b)

() (d)

(e) (f)Figure 13.6: Three-dimensional orthogonal drawings of a K7 as yieldedby Compat (a), Interative (b), Kolmogorov (), Redue-Forks (d),Slies (e), and Three-Bends (f).
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Chapter 14The Visualization of NetworkPartitionsPartitioning is often used to support better graph drawing. The approah de-sribed in this hapter is one oasion in whih this relation is reversed andgraph drawing is used to support better partitioning. In the e�ort to repre-sent a very large partitioned graph the drawing method is stritly tuned onthe domain-spei� problem, relying on the additional information about thebloks the verties belong to. Also, aording to the hiding priniple, mostof the verties are onealed, and, sine the overlapping between verties isused to olude them, a very smooth and ontrolled hiding is allowed. A shortdesription of the visualization aspets involved by the system an be foundin [88℄.14.1 The Network Partitioning ProblemA network or hypergraph G is a pair (V;H), in whih V is a set of verties andH is a set of non-empty subsets of V alled hyperedges.Constrained k-way partitioning is the problem of partitioning the vertiesof a network into k disjoint subsets (alled bloks), in suh a way to minimizethe number of hyperedges spanning two or more bloks. The sizes of the bloksare allowed to vary around the value nk , where n = jV j; a typial value for theallowed variane is 10%. In urrent state-of-the-art benhmark problems, jV jand jHj range from 10; 000 to 200; 000, and k is less that 10 [1℄.Although the anonial partitioning appliation is VLSI design pakaging,both at the logi and at the physial level, the same formulation may be foundin di�erent �elds, as in parallel proessing, where it is required to assign alarge number of omputations to a �xed number of proessors.The problem of onstrained k-way network partitioning is NP-hard [59℄,115



116CHAPTER 14. THE VISUALIZATION OF NETWORK PARTITIONSand a wide range of heuristis have been devised for it. The most renownheuristis are the so-alled move-based algorithms, desending from the Kernighan-Lin bisetioning algorithm introdued in [76℄ for graphs and extended to net-works in [125℄. Suh algorithm improves an initial random partition by apply-ing an iterative proedure based on vertex-pair swaps.Fiduia-Mattheyeses [52℄ and Sanhis [121℄ algorithms desend from theKernighan-Lin iterative improvement approah.A olletion of heuristis has been applied on this problem. A limited listinludes simulated annealing, tabu searh, and geneti algorithms (see [2℄ fora reent survey).14.2 Interative PartitioningWe used an innovative human-omputer interation paradigm alled Human-Guided Simple Searh, or HuGGS for short, whih was already suessfullyapplied to the problem of Capaitated Vehile Routing with TimeWindows [4℄.Problems that are andidate to be approahed with this paradigm are NP-hard operation-researh problems. Sheduling, routing, and layout tasks areexamples with a broad appliation in industry. Typial heuristis for suhdiÆult ombinatorial optimization problems ombine some form of gradientdesent to �nd a loal minimum with some strategy for esaping nonopti-mal loal minima and exploring the searh spae. The HuGSS framework forinterative searh divides these two subtasks leanly between human and om-puter: the omputer is responsible only for �nding loal minima using a simplesearh method, while the human is responsible for steering the exploration ofthe searh spae, esaping nonoptimal loal minima and pursuing the goodopportunities o�ered by the urrent solution. HuGSS tries to ombine thefast proessing speed of omputers with human's superior ability for strategiassessment, by assigning eah to its natural role.With respet to previous approahes using human-omputer interationthe HuGSS paradigm advoates a striter division of the roles between hu-man and mahine, and embodies a stronger notion of human guidane. Also,HuGGS introdues stronger visualization requirements, sine it is importantto onvey to the user not only what is the urrent solution, but also if somegood opportunity is present and the diretion in whih the exploration of thesolution spae has to be arried on.The visualization hallenge is even more diÆult for the problem of networkpartitioning, sine the networks that must be handled are generally huge. TheISPD98 benhmark [1℄ we used for our experimentation features hypergraphsobtained from IBM iruits ranging from 10; 000 to 200; 000 verties and asmany hyperedges.



14.3. VISUALIZING NETWORK PARTITIONS 117The solutions we propose to suh visualization problems are based on aombination of di�erent patterns: we don't takle the general problem of visu-alizing a huge network, but we assume that additional information about theblok of the partition eah vertex belongs to is available. The two fore di-reted visualizations proposed feature a large amount of overlappings betweenthe verties, produing several degrees of hiding that ontributes to reduingthe amount of information shown to the user.14.3 Visualizing Network PartitionsBeause it is diÆult to unambiguously draw a hypergraph (the only works theauthor is aware of are [91℄ and [8℄, the latter admittedly ambiguous for hyper-graphs with more than a few dozen hyperedges), we onvert the hypergraphinto a graph with weighted edges, by applying the so-alled lique transforma-tion, onsisting of replaing eah hyperedge of degree n with a lique of n(n�1)2edges whose weights are 2n(n�1) .The transformation yields high-density graphs: for the benhmark in [1℄,for example, even if the average degree of the hyperedges is less than four, thenumber of edges of the produed graph is one order of magnitude bigger thanthe number of the original hyperedges, and the average degree of verties isas high as 20 or 40. Note that, due to the density of the graphs obtained, thetehniques based on a spanning-tree redution an not be applied. In fat,90% of the edges would be omitted.We designed our visualization to help the user make deisions about howto fous the searh and to selet searh heuristis.14.3.1 Choosing the Drawing ConventionDue to the large number of verties, using exlusively the vertex olor toindiate whih blok eah vertex belongs to is not suÆient to yield a learrepresentation. Plaing verties of the same blok near to eah other, instead,has the double e�et of stressing the belonging of the verties to a ommonblok through their position, and using the additional information o�ered bythe partition to ease the layout proess.Sine the average degree of the verties is as high as 20 or 40, the kind ofexploration that the user needs to perform on the graph is a high level view ofbloks and groups of strongly onneted verties, rather than a detailed fousedanalysis on the neighborhood of a single vertex. It follows that, aording tothe remarks losing Chapter 4, the straight-line drawing onvention (withoutbends, but prone to overlappings) o�ers a learer representation than theorthogonal onvention (no overlappings, but a number of bends introdued).



118CHAPTER 14. THE VISUALIZATION OF NETWORK PARTITIONSSine no strong graph theoreti property is guaranteed (the graphs arenot planar, and nothing is known about their onnetivity) a fore diretedapproah seems a natural andidate for representing them. In fat, in suh aframework two requirements an be easily aommodated:� the weights of the edges an be aounted for by the elasti onstant ofthe edge, and� verties of the same olor an be kept near one to the other by onnetingthem together or to a ommon hub.The main inonveniene with a fore direted approah is that, if repul-sive fores are onsidered, the visualization proess will be slowed down bythe introdued quadrati omponent. On the other hand, if repulsive foresare negleted, the verties will easily overlap. The two visualization modespresented in this hapter �nd a narrow esape in this dilemma by negletingrepulsive fores while using vertex-overlaps as a way of hiding unneessaryinformation.14.3.2 Indued Graph VisualizationThe fore-direted method we used to determine the position of eah vertexin the �rst visualization mode is realized as follows. Eah edge in the induedgraph is replaed by a spring that opposes strething or ompressing with afore proportional to its weight. Furthermore, a spring is attahed betweeneah vertex and the hub of its blok. The hubs themselves are �xed andpositioned uniformly around a irle. For reasons of eÆieny, no other foreis onsidered, inluding repulsive fores between verties.A limited number of iterations (usually ten) are performed, starting froman initial plaement in whih the verties are assigned the oordinates of theirhubs.In addition to vertex position, other visual methods are used to onveyinformation about the partition. Membership in a blok is indiated by vertexolor. Edge weights are mapped onto intensity, so that edges of greater weightappear brighter. And at eah hub an ion omprising a star-shaped polygonand irle indiates whether the blok is near its minimum or maximum al-lowed size (the irle reahes the internal or external verties of the polygon,respetively). The irle turns red if the size of the orresponding blok isoutside the boundaries of a feasible solution.A drawing produed with this algorithm is shown in Figure 14.1. Sineeah vertex is attrated towards the hub of its blok, (the strength of suh foremay be �nely tuned by the user), verties in the same blok tend to overlapnear their hub, and only the ones that are strongly linked to other bloks



14.3. VISUALIZING NETWORK PARTITIONS 119

Figure 14.1: A visualization of a partition of network ibm01.streth out and are easily distinguishable. These are typially the vertiesthat interest us the most, sine they are those most likely to move usefullybetween bloks.14.3.3 Pairwise RepresentationThe visualization in Figure 14.1 is useful for omprehending the general stru-ture of a partition and the relative sizes of the bloks. Figure 14.2 shows theresult of a seond fore-direted system we designed spei�ally for visualizingpairs of bloks in isolation. We install a spring for eah edge between ver-ties of the blok pair and add a rightwards-pulling fore to eah vertex inproportion to the weight of its edges to the other bloks. Thus, eah vertexis pulled towards the top or bottom of the sreen, depending on its aÆnityfor the top or bottom blok and pulled towards the right depending on itsaÆnity for the other bloks. The verties in the left enter of the sreen arethose that are strongly onneted to both bloks and weakly onneted tothe other bloks (see Figure 14.2a); a foused searh involving these verties11A more useful searh might fous on these verties and their lose neighbors in thehypergraph struture. Our interfae allows the user to expand the urrent set of fousedverties to inlude all their neighbors.
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(a) (b)

() (d)Figure 14.2: Visualizing pairs of bloks.might provide the opportunity for reduing the ut set between the bloks byexhanging some of these verties. A better senario is shown in Figure 14.2d:it is lear that many verties in the bottom blok would prefer to be in thetop blok, but it is full|the irle surrounds the blok ion in the top-leftorner|and annot aommodate them at the moment. However, if vertiesan be moved out of the top blok without inurring additional ut-set osts(we provide an operator that allows the user to request suh an adjustment),the bottom-blok verties might then be inluded with some likely savings inut-set ost. Finally, Figures 14.2b and 14.2 show less promising ases: thereare few verties loosely onneted to the other bloks that are also stronglyonneted to both bloks in the pair; moving verties between these bloks isless likely to redue the ut-set ost. In terms of eÆieny, we found that weould obtain good results with a few seonds of omputation per invoationof the spring embedder on a 500 MHz PC.



Chapter 15A Visual NetworkPartitioning SystemIn this hapter we will desribe an interative system for network partitioningdevised and implemented at Merl { Mitsubishi Eletri Researh Laboratories,Cambridge, MA. A desription of the visualization aspets involved by thesystem was presented in [88℄.15.1 Interfae and Interative ExplorationWe now desribe how the user an interatively explore and modify the visual-izations desribed above. The user an move the position of the hubs of eahblok, and then re-invoke the spring embedder. Moving two bloks fartherfrom eah other generally better reveals the relationships between them.The drawing algorithms are only invoked when the user requests them.This turned out to be very useful for understanding the e�et of deploying are�nement algorithm: the nodes that move from one blok to another an beeasily spotted beause they appear in their previous loation but with theirnew blok's olor.15.1.1 Visualization TuningSeveral parameters allow the user to �ne tune the drawing method in both thevisualization modes desribed in the previous hapter. The elasti onstantand the natural length of eah kind of spring in the fore direted methods ismodi�able by the user.Although all the edges are onsidered by the drawing proess, they maybe seletively visualized based on their properties. Edges an be �ltered basedon di�erent riteria. The user may ask to visualize only:121



122 CHAPTER 15. A VISUAL NETWORK PARTITIONING SYSTEM� the edges whose weight is greater than a spei�ed value.� the edges orresponding to hyperedges shared by two (three, four, �ve,. . . ) bloks of the partition.� the edges inident to the urrently seleted verties.� the edges orresponding to hyperedges that are ontainend in the sameblok of the partition but for one vertex (two verties, three verties,. . . ).This is useful both to improve the omprehensibility of a drawing and toderease the drawing time for the larger nets.15.2 User OperationsThe Human-Guided Simple Searh approah translates to the following searhand fous operators available to the user in our network-partitioning system:1. Manually edit the urrent partition by moving nodes between bloks2. Launh a re�nement heuristi on the whole network, or on a fuusedsubset of the bloks or nodes.3. Navigate a history list of previous solutions and revert to an earlier one.The �rst two operators are desribed in the following subsetions.15.2.1 Manual EditingIn the various visualization modes, the user is allowed to selet verties byseleting an area of the sreen with the mouse, or by pointing diretly at asingle vertex. The verties urrently seleted feature a white dot in them.An operator allows the user to extend the urrent seletion to the visibleneighborhood (taking into aount only the visualized edges, that is, those thatare not hidden), whih an provide additional insight into the relationshipsamong nodes. We have found it espeially useful, when swithing betweenvisualization modes, to selet a set of nodes �rst in order to understand therelationships between the di�erent visualizations. A seletion of verties anbe saved and loaded to a �le to be retrieved in other sessions of the system.The seleted verties may be dragged and dropped on the ion assoiatedwith eah blok, in order to move them to the orresponding blok. After eahmovement the netut ost is reomputed. The new sore and the di�erenewith respet to the previous one is shown to the user.



15.2. USER OPERATIONS 12315.2.2 Re�nement HeuristisSeveral heuristis are available to the user to modify the urrent partition.The user may launh one of the following:� A simple algorithm to produe a random partition.� An algorithm that randomly distributes the urrently seleted vertiesbetween the urrently seleted bloks of the partition.� The hMeTis Reursive k-way partitioning algorithm (from the publilydistributed hMeTis library) generating a new partition. This algorithmreursively applies a bisetioning method to obtain the desired numberof bloks.� The hMetis k-way partitioning algorithm (always from the hMeTis li-brary) to reated a new partition.� The hMetis algorithm, both in its reursive and non reursive versions,on the urrent partition to redistribute the verties of the seleted bloksexlusively.� The Fiduia-Mattheyses re�nement algorithm to improve (if possible)the urrent partition. The re�nement ould be launhed on the wholepartition, on the seleted bloks only, or on the seleted verties only.� A simpli�ed version of the Fiduia-Mattheyses algorithm alled EarlyExit FM in whih the tentative movement of verties between bloks isinterrupted when the urrent netut ost is lower than a spei�ed thresh-old.� The Sanhis re�nement algorithm (on the whole partition, on the se-leted bloks only, or on the seleted verties only).� A version of the Sanhis algorithm featuring the early exit strategy.� An heuristi that fores the movement of a spei�ed number (1, 10, 20,100, 200, all free moves) of the seleted verties to the seleted bloks.The riterium for hoosing the verties to be moved is analogous to thatused in the Fiduia-Mattheyses algorithm (the same data strutureis used).� A Branh and Bound algorithm that onsiders the seleted verties in thepairwise visualization mode and explores all the possible assignments ofsuh verties to the pair of seleted bloks. The searh spae is limitedwith onsiderations about the onstraints on the sizes of the bloks.



124 CHAPTER 15. A VISUAL NETWORK PARTITIONING SYSTEMThe searh spae an be further limited by speifying the maximumnumber of verties that an hange their blok with respet to the urrentpartition (2-ply, 3-ply, 4-ply, . . . ).� A novel algorithm we alled Fix-All-Fixable that moves sets of vertiesfrom one blok to the other trying to �x whole hyperedges.Also, the partition an be saved and load in a �le with a simple textualformat.



Chapter 16Drawing In�nite TreesWe study the problem of designing layout failities for the navigation of an\in�nite" graph, i.e. a graph that is so large that its visualization is unfeasible,even by gluing together all the sreen snapshots that a user an take duringthe navigation. We propose a framework for designing layout failities thatsupport the navigation of an in�nite tree. The framework allows us to exploitthe knowledge of future moves of the user in order to redue the hanges in hermental map during the navigation. Variants of the lassial Reingold-Tilfordalgorithm are presented and their performane is studied both experimentallyand analytially. The ontent of this hapter is published in [29℄.16.1 IntrodutionDesigning layout failities for the navigation of \in�nite" graphs is one ofthe hallenges of the Graph Drawing �eld. By \in�nite" we mean that itwould be unfeasible to visualize the graph entirely, even by gluing togetherall the sreen snapshots that a user an take during the navigation. Exam-ples of graphs that an be onsidered in�nite in the above sense ome fromdisparate appliation areas inluding World Wide Web, Knowledge Bases,Communiation Networks, and Semanti Networks. Several papers on thevisualization of very large graphs appear in the literature. A limited list in-ludes [65, 93, 74, 138, 99, 98, 37℄. However, the lassial assumption is thatthe input graph, even if huge, is ompletely known in advane.We adopt a di�erent point of view making the assumption, similar to theone in [39℄, that either the graph is too large to be entirely known or it ispratially unfeasible to draw it all. Hene, during the navigation, the user isallowed to see only the ontent of a limited size window that she an move forexploring the graph. It is lear that suh a window annot be purely geometri:If the graph is so large to be impossible to visualize or even to know, then125



126 CHAPTER 16. DRAWING INFINITE TREESthe idea of moving a window on a pre-omputed drawing does not make sense.Therefore, our idea of window is that of a topologial window, de�ned in termsof the struture of the graph. For example, at eah time of the navigation thetopologial window may display the subgraph indued by the verties thathave a onstant topologial distane from a given vertex, onsidered as theenter of the window.Hene, the graph is displayed as a sequene of drawings determined bythe navigation path followed by the user. Sine onseutive drawings in thesequene an have a large overlap, it is essential to devise visualization strate-gies that preserve the mental map [43, 94, 77, 15℄ of the user. Algorithmsdevised to preserve the mental map are usually evaluated in terms of bothstati and dynami quality measures [95, 22℄. Stati measures evaluate stan-dard Graph Drawing aesthetis like number of rossings or area used by thedrawing. Dynami measures evaluate how muh a drawing is similar to theone(s) preeding it in the sequene.Our work starts from two main observations: (1) While the display areais bounded by the size of the sreen, the size of the portion of graph that thesystem an know at eah instant of time is only bounded by the resoures ofthe omputer. (2) Very often, even if the graph is in�nite, the visit of vertiesfollows an almost preditable pattern. For example, it an be experimentallyveri�ed that most users aess a Web site following a limited set of favoritepatterns. Thus, the following question naturally rises. Is it possible to devisea drawing strategy that takes advantage of the knowledge of part of the futurenavigation moves of the user in order to ahieve better performane in terms ofdynami quality measures? In other words, suppose that the user is observingthe drawing of a ertain subgraph G1 and suppose to know in advane thatthe next navigation step will require the visualization of a subgraph G2; giventhis knowledge, is it possible to draw G1 so to redue the hanges in theoverlapping portions of the drawings of G1 and G2? The idea is to exploitthe knowledge of future moves in the urrent visualization. It is interestingto note that the importane of knowing in advane the sequene of graphs todisplay within an o�-line visualization framework has been disussed in [105℄.The main omponents of our framework are: A visualization window de�n-ing, at eah step of the navigation, what is the graph (a portion of the in�nitegraph) to visualize. A knowledge window de�ning, at eah step of the naviga-tion, a supergraph of the visualized one. The size of the knowledge windowa�ets the drawing of the visualization window. A favorite neighbor for eahvertex of the in�nite graph. The favorite neighbor de�nes what is the nextnavigation step that the user is going to perform.As an appliation of the above framework, we study the problem of navi-gating in an in�nite tree. In spite of the strutural simpliity of trees, designingdrawing strategies for navigating in in�nite trees o�ers several experimental



16.2. THE FRAMEWORK AND THE DRAWING STRATEGIES 127and theoretial hallenges. Also, the Web is often visualized as a tree-likestruture (see e.g. [5, 71℄). We devise variants of the lassial Reingold-Tilfordalgorithm [119℄. This hoie is motivated by the fat that the Reingold-Tilfordalgorithm is among the most robust, simple, e�etive, and well known algo-rithms of Graph Drawing. The main results of this hapter an be listed asfollows. We formally de�ne a framework for designing Graph Drawing failitiesthat support the navigation of an in�nite graph (Setion 16.2). The frameworkis espeially targeted to take into aount the knowledge of the future movesof the user. We design a set of simple strategies based on the Reingold-Tilfordalgorithm for visualizing in�nite trees (Setion 16.2). We perform an exper-imental analysis of the above strategies (Setion 16.3). The analysis showsthat exploiting the knowledge of the future moves of the user is not a trivialtask, and that some simple strategies an have more drawbaks than bene�tsfrom the knowledge of the future. Motivated by the experimental results, weperform a theoretial analysis of the drawing algorithms (Setion 16.4). Theanalysis both explains our experimental results and allows us to ompare theperformane of the drawing algorithms as the size of the knowledge windowgoes to in�nity.Through the paper we make use of standard Graph Drawing terminol-ogy [30℄.16.2 The Framework and the Drawing StrategiesAll our trees are �nite subtrees of an in�nite tree T and eah edge is orientedfrom the parent to the hild. The time of the framework is disrete. Hene,it assumes integer values starting from 0. At instant t the user an look ata visualization window of a given positive integer size h. The visualizationwindow is a subtree Th(t) of T rooted at a ertain vertex r(t) and indued bythe verties of T at (oriented) distane at most h from r(t). Vertex r(t) is thepoint of view of the user at instant t. If the point of view at instant t is r(t),then the user an move it at instant t + 1 to any hild of r(t). A navigationof T in any interval [t1; t2℄ of time onsists of the path (visualization path)r(t1); : : : ; r(t2). The overlap between two visualization windows at onseutiveinstants t and t + 1 is Th(t) \ Th(t + 1) = Th�1(t + 1). An overlap betweenonseutive visualization windows is illustrated in Figure 16.1.From the point of view of the readability of the visualization, we onsiderstati and dynami quality measures. The stati quality measures evaluatethe drawings of Th(t) and of Th(t + 1) separately. Among the possible statiquality measures we fous on the width of the drawing, sine it is one of the fewdegrees of freedom when drawing a rooted tree. The dynami quality measuresevaluate the variations in the overlap of the drawings of Th(t) and Th(t + 1).
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Figure 16.1: Two suessive snapshots produed by the system Leonardo [25℄showing the e�et of a single navigation step in a randomly generated tree:the light boxes show Th(t) and Th(t+1), the shaded boxes show the portion ofthe tree visible both before and after the navigation step, that is Th�1(t+ 1).The value of h is 3.Namely, they measure the di�erenes between the drawing of Th�1(t + 1)inside the drawing of Th(t) and the drawing of Th�1(t+1) inside the drawingof Th(t + 1). In order to optimize the drawing with respet to the dynamiquality measure we exploit the following two observations: (1) Even if thevisualization window is onstrained to have size h, the drawing algorithm thatomputes the drawing of the visualization window at instant t an know asubtree of T larger than Th(t). This subtree is denoted as Th+k(t). It has rootr(t) and is indued by the verties of T at (oriented) distane at most h+k fromr(t). Constant k � 0 is an integer that desribes how muh the algorithm isallowed to know about T more than what belongs to the visualization window.Tree Th+k(t) is alled knowledge window; h + k is the size of the knowledgewindow. (2) Very often, even if the graph is in�nite, the visit of vertiesfollows an almost preditable pattern. One possibility for modeling this issueis to weight the hildren of eah vertex with their probability to be visitedafter their parent. We make here the simpler assumption that for eah vertexone favorite hild is de�ned. Under this assumption the visualization path inany interval [t1; t2℄ is r(t1); : : : ; r(t2), where r(t+1) (t1 � t < t2) is always thefavorite hild of r(t).The drawing algorithms that we study are variants of the lassial Reingold-Tilford algorithm [119℄. This hoie is motivated by the fat that the Reingold-



16.2. THE FRAMEWORK AND THE DRAWING STRATEGIES 129Tilford algorithm is among the most robust, simple, e�etive, and well knownalgorithms of Graph Drawing.Suppose to have a visualization window of size h and to have a knowledgewindow of size h + k. At instant t our algorithms ompute a drawing of atree larger than Th(t). Namely, they reeive as input Th+k(t) and performas follows. They prune Th+k(t) of the verties that will never be part ofany visualization window during the navigation. The resulting pruned tree isalled Th;k(t) and is de�ned as Th;k(t) = Ski=0 Th(t + i). Then, they omputea drawing of Th;k(t) and display the portion Th(t) of height h.Note that the de�nition of tree Th;k(t) relies on the knowledge of the ver-ties r(t); r(t + 1); : : : ; r(t + k) of the visualization path. Also, observe thatTh;k(t) has height h+ k and that Th;0(t) = Th(t). Figure 16.2 shows a portionof an in�nite tree with a visualization window of height h = 3 and a knowledgewindow of height h + k = 9. In the �gure, the blak verties belong to thevisualization path and together with the grey verties indue Th;k(t).
h+k=9

h=3

Figure 16.2: A portion of an in�nite tree, a visualization window of heighth = 3, and a knowledge window of height h + k = 9. A drawing algorithmomputes a drawing of Th;k(t) (grey and blak verties). Only the portion ofthe drawing inside the visualization window is displayed on the sreen. Theportion of the tree indued by the white verties is not taken into aount bythe drawing algorithm.Our variants of the Reingold-Tilford Algorithms are haraterized by a dif-ferent hoie for the embedding of Th;k(t). Leftmost-Embedding Algorithm:The embedding of Th;k(t) is hosen so that for eah vertex v along the visu-alization path, the favorite hild of v is the leftmost hild of v. As a result,the leftmost vertex at any given level of Th;k(t) is a vertex of the visualizationpath. Central-Embedding Algorithm: The embedding of Th;k(t) is hosen sothat for eah vertex v along the visualization path, the favorite hild of v is themiddle hild of v. A vertex u is the middle hild of v if the number of vertiespreeding u in the adjaeny list of v di�ers by at most one from the number of



130 CHAPTER 16. DRAWING INFINITE TREESverties following u in the adjaeny list of v. Random-Embedding Algorithm:The embedding of Th;k(t) is hosen so that the favorite hild of eah vertex valong the visualization path an be in any position of the adjaeny list of v.We are interested in evaluating the performane of the above algorithms.The total-shift dynami quality measures the hange of the x-value of a non-root vertex v of Th�1(t+1) with respet to its parent p(v). Sine our algorithmsperform a pruning step before omputing the drawing, we evaluate the total-shift dynami quality measure with respet to pruned subtrees. Namely, wedenote the total-shift dynami quality measure as mD(h; k; t) and de�ne itas follows: mD(h; k; t) = Pv2Th�1(t+1)�fr(t+1)g jx(v; t) � x(p(v); t) � (x(v; t +1) � x(p(v); t + 1))j, where x(v; t) is the x-oordinate of vertex v at instant tomputed by an algorithm that onsiders Th;k(t). The stati quality measurethat we use evaluates the width of the drawing of the visualization window.More preisely, let Bh;k(t) be the smallest isotheti box that ontains the �rsth levels of a drawing of Th;k(t). We denote as mS(h; k; t) the width of boxBh;k(t).16.3 Experimental ResultsThis setion ontains the results of an experimental omparison of Random-EmbeddingAlgorithm, Central-Embedding Algorithm, and Leftmost-Embedding Algorithmwith respet to the dynami and stati quality measures mD and mS intro-dued in Setion 16.2. In eah experiment we onsider a random path ona randomly generated tree. Sine we atually perform a �nite number l ofnavigation steps on eah tree, one the visualization window height h and theknowledge k have been �xed, it suÆes to produe a tree with height h+k+ lto simulate the behavior of the algorithms on an in�nite tree. Furthermore, inorder to simulate a random in�nite path on an in�nite tree, we need to avoidhoosing those random paths ending with a leaf before the expeted length isreahed.The generation of a random tree and of the orresponding random path isperformed as follows. In order to generate a tree of given height and with ver-tex outdegree ranging in a �xed interval, we randomly hoose in suh intervalthe number of hildren of eah vertex, aording to the uniform distribution,starting from the root and onsidering one level at a time, until we reah thedesired tree height. Then we randomly selet a leaf on the last level of thetree, impliitly de�ning a random path from the root to the hosen leaf. Ineah experiment we �x the parameters h, k, and l, we randomly generate atree of height h+ k+ l and a path over it, and we perform l navigation steps,omputing at eah step the value of mD(h; k; t) and mS(h; k; t). For eah tree,we average the values of the dynami and stati quality measures over the
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(a) (b)
() (d)
(e) (f)Figure 16.3: Experimental results for h = 5, 0 � k � 6, minimum vertexoutdegree 0, and maximum vertex outdegree between 2 and 5. On the left(right) the improvement or worsening of the dynami (stati) quality measure,for Random, Central, and Leftmost Embedding Algorithm, respetively, isshown.



132 CHAPTER 16. DRAWING INFINITE TREESwhole navigation and then we average these values over the entire set of ran-domly generated trees. The resulting measures are denoted as mD(h; k) forthe total-shift dynami quality measure and mS(h; k) for width stati qualitymeasure. Instead of plotting the raw values of mD(h; k) and mS(h; k), we dis-play their relative improvements, denoted as iD(h; k) = mD(h;0)�mD(h;k)mD(h;0) andiS(h; k) = mS(h;0)mS(h;k) , respetively.Figure 16.3 shows the results of the experiments performed with h = 5,0 � k � 6, minimum vertex outdegree 0, and maximum vertex outdegree be-tween 2 and 6. In partiular, Figure 16.3.a, Figure 16.3., and Figure 16.3.eshow the values of iD(h; k) for the Random, Central, and Leftmost-EmbeddingAlgorithm, respetively, while Figure 16.3.b, Figure 16.3.d, and Figure 16.3.fshow the orresponding values of iS(h; k). Eah point on the diagrams is ob-tained omputing the average over 1000 trees. The axes sales are hosenwith the purpose of produing diagrams in the range [0; 1℄ � [0; 1℄. Con-erning the stati quality measure, the behavior of iS(h; k) shows the ex-peted worsening of the width of the drawing k inreases. For what on-erns the dynami quality measure, the diagrams show that the best valuesare obtained by Leftmost-Embedding Algorithm and the worst values byCentral-Embedding Algorithm. In all harts, as the average outdegree oftree T inreases, the dynami improvement for any �xed value of k dereases.Also notie that iD(h; k) measured for Random and Central-Embedding Algo-rithm an be negative when the outdegree of the verties inreases (see Fig-ure 16.3.a and Figure 16.3.b). This shows that not all strategies are able totake advantage of the knowledge of the future. On the other hand, iD(h; k) isalways positive for Leftmost-Embedding Algorithm, whih performs betterthan the other two in all experiments that we have run.The harts relative to Leftmost-Embedding Algorithm illustrate tradeo�sbetween the values of the dynami and stati quality measures. In partiular,as k inreases, there is an improvement of the performanes with respet tomD(h; k) and a worsening with respet to mS(h; k). We an summarize theoutome of our experimental study as follows. Eah level of knowledge identi-�es a tradeo� between the aesthetis of the drawing and the preservation of themental map. An e�etive approah to the design of a drawing algorithm thatahieves a pleasing ompromise between aestheti requirements and preser-vation of the mental map is based on using only a limited knowledge of thefuture.16.4 AnalysisIn this setion we analytially ompare the performanes of Leftmost-Embed-ding Algorithm and of Central-Embedding Algorithm. This omparison



16.4. ANALYSIS 133onsiders the behavior of the total-shift quality measures for both algorithmswhen k goes to in�nity. The analytial behavior of the urves of mD(h; k; t)for large values of k is onsistent with the behavior observed experimentallyfor small values of k. We start by introduing some de�nitions and basitools. Let v be a vertex of Th;k(t) and onsider a drawing � of Th;k(t). Thedi�erene between the x-oordinate of v and the x-oordinate of p(v) in � isdenoted as Æh;k(v; t), i.e., Æh;k(v; t) = x(p(v); t)� x(v; t). The following lemmashows the interplay between time and knowledge by relating the values of Æ()at onseutive instants of time with the values of Æ() for onseutive values ofk.Lemma 7 Let v be a non-root vertex in Th;k(t)\Th;k(t+1) = Th;k�1(t+1). Forany drawing produed by Leftmost-Embedding Algorithm (Central-Embed-ding Algorithm) we have Æh;k(v; t) = Æh;k�1(v; t+ 1).Proof: Æh;k(v; t) is measured on the drawing of Th;k(t), while Æh;k�1(v; t+1)is measured on the drawing of Th;k�1(t+1). Beause Th;k�1(t+1) is the sub-tree of Th;k(t) rooted at r(t+ 1), and sine Leftmost-Embedding Algorithm(Central-Embedding Algorithm) draws a subtree with a bottom-up-strategyindependent of the size of the enlosing supertree, we have that Æh;k(v; t) =Æh;k�1(v; t + 1).From the previous lemma we have that the variation of Æ from instant t toinstant t+1 is equal to the variation of Æ when the knowledge at instant t+1varies from k � 1 to k.Corollary 1 Æh;k(v; t+ 1)� Æh;k(v; t) = Æh;k(v; t+ 1)� Æh;k�1(v; t+ 1).Corollary 1 allows us to study the variation of Æ by onsidering Th;k�1(t+1)and Th;k(t+1), instead of looking at Th;k(t) and Th;k(t+1). Sine Th;k�1(t+1)and Th;k(t + 1) share the root, we an unambiguously de�ne a level for theirverties; we assume that the root has level 0.16.4.1 Analysis of Leftmost-Embedding AlgorithmConsider a drawing � of Th;k(t+1) produed by Leftmost-Embedding Algorithm.All verties that have the same level in Th;k(t + 1) also have the same y-oordinate in �. Thus, we also talk about levels of �. Let 0 � i � kbe a level of �, let r(t + 1 + i) be the vertex of the visualization path atlevel i, and let u be its rightmost hild. We denote with !(i; k) the quantity!(i; k) = x(u; t+ 1)� x(r(t+ 1+ i); t+ 1)) = jÆh;k(u; t+ 1)j. Also, we denotewith �(k) the quantity �(k) = !(k; k). Let 1 � i � k be a level of �, letr(t+ i) be the vertex of the visualization path at level i�1, and let r(t+1+ i)



134 CHAPTER 16. DRAWING INFINITE TREESits leftmost hild. Also, let v be the rightmost hild of r(t + i) and let ube the rightmost hild of r(t + 1 + i). We denote with �(i; k) the quantity�(i; k) = x(v)� x(u). Examples of the quantities �(i; k), !(i; k), and �(k) aredepited in Figure 16.4.
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Figure 16.4: Quantities �(i; k), !(i; k), and �(k) for the analysis of the draw-ings produed by Leftmost-Embedding Algorithm.Lemma 8 For any positive integer k and for any integer 0 � i � k � 1, wehave that �(i; k) = �(i; k � 1).Lemma 9 Let t be an instant of time, and let h and k be the integers thatde�ne the size of the visualization window and of the knowledge window. Fora drawing of Th;k(t) produed by Leftmost-Embedding Algorithm we havethat: !(i; k) = �(k)2k�i + k�iXj=1 �(i+ j; k)2j i 2 [0; k℄Proof: The proof follows from the solution of the following reurreneequation (see also Figure 16.4):!(i; k) = 8><>: 12 [!(i+ 1; k) + �(i+ j; k)℄ 0 � i < k�(k) i = kWe are now ready to study the variation of ! as k goes to in�nity. In orderto ensure a �nite limit, we need to bound the values of �(k), �(k � 1), and�(k; k). Lemma 10 shows that this is always possible under the assumptionthat the maximum vertex degree of T is �nite. The limit for the variation of! as k goes to in�nity is omputed in Lemma 11.



16.4. ANALYSIS 135Lemma 10 Let T be an in�nite tree whose maximum vertex outdegree isbounded by a onstant. Then there exists a onstant � suh that 8k �(k; k) ��(k) + 2�(k � 1) � �.Lemma 11 Let T be an in�nite tree whose maximum vertex outdegree isbounded by a onstant. Then,8i 2 [0; k℄ limk!1(!(i; k) � !(i; k � 1)) = 0Proof: In view of Lemma 10, a onstant � exists suh that 8k �(k; k) ��(k) + 2�(k � 1) � �. The laim immediately follows from Lemma 8 andLemma 9:limk!1(!(i; k) � !(i; k � 1)) = limk!1 �(k; k) � �(k) + 2�(k � 1)2k�i � limk!1 �2k�i = 0The following lemma provides a onise formula for the sum of the on-tributes to the dynami quality measure mD(h; k; t) due to the verties layingon the same level of Th;k(t).Lemma 12 Let t be an instant of time, and let h and k be the integers thatde�ne the size of the visualization window and of the knowledge window. Fora drawing of Th;k(t) produed by Leftmost-Embedding Algorithm, we havethat 8i 2 [0; h� 2℄:Xv 2 Th�1(t+ 1)at level i+ 1 jÆh;k�1(v; t+ 1)� Æh;k(v; t+ 1)j = outdeg(ri)(!(i; k)� !(i; k � 1))We are now able to express the dynami quality measure as a funtion of !(i; k)and to ompute the limit of the improvement iD(h; k; t) = mD(h;0;t)�mD(h;k;t)mD(h;0;t)as k goes to in�nity.Theorem 12 Let t be an instant of time, and let h and k be two integersthat de�ne the size of the visualization window and of the knowledge window.For a drawing of Th;k(t) produed by Leftmost-Embedding Algorithm, letmD(h; k; t) be the total-shift dynami quality measure. Thenlimk!1mD(h; 0; t) �mD(h; k; t)mD(h; 0; t) = 1Proof: We reall from Setion 16.2 the de�nition of the dynami qualitymeasure:mD(h; k; t) = Xv2Th�1(t+1)�fr(t+1)g jx(p(v); t) � x(v; t)� (x(p(v); t+ 1)� x(v; t+ 1))j



136 CHAPTER 16. DRAWING INFINITE TREESAording to the de�nition of Æ we have that x(p(v); t) � x(v; t) = Æh;k(v; t)and x(p(v); t+1)�x(v; t + 1 ) = Æh;k(v; t+1) and that, in view of Lemma 7,Æh;k(v; t) = Æh;k�1(v; t+ 1). HenemD(h; k; t) = Xv2Th�1(t+1)�fr(t+1)g jÆh;k�1(v; t+ 1)� Æh;k(v; t+ 1)jPartitioning verties in Th�1(t+ 1) aording to their level we havemD(h; k; t) = h�2Xi=0 Xv 2 Th�1(t+ 1)at level i+ 1 jÆh;k�1(v; t+ 1)� Æh;k(v; t+ 1)jThen, in view of Lemma 12, and supposing k � h in order to use ! in itsdomain: mD(h; k; t) = h�2Xi=0 outdeg(r(t+ 1 + i))j!(i; k)� !(i; k � 1)jTherefore, the truth of the statement follows from Lemma 11.16.4.2 Analysis of Central-Embedding AlgorithmIn this setion we ompare the behavior of Central-Embedding Algorithmto that of Leftmost-Embedding Algorithm with respet to the total-shiftdynami quality measure. Consider a drawing of Th;k(t + 1) produed byCentral-Embedding Algorithm. The quantities !(i; k) and �(k) an be de-�ned in the same way as in Subsetion 16.4.1. We need two new de�nitions.Refer also to Figure 16.5. Let r(t + 1 + i) be a vertex at level 1 � i � k inthe visualization path and let p(r(t+1+ i)) be its parent. Let u and v be therightmost and the leftmost hildren of r(t+ 1 + i), respetively. Let w and zbe the rightmost and the leftmost hildren of p(r(t+1+ i)), respetively. Wedenote with �l(i; k) the quantity �l(i; k) = x(v) � x(z) and with �r(i; k) thequantity �r(i; k) = x(w) � x(u).With reasoning similar to that of Lemma 9 and Lemma 12, the followinglemmas an be proved.Lemma 13 Let t be an instant of time, and let h and k be the integers thatde�ne the size of the visualization window and of the knowledge window. For adrawing of Th;k(t) produed by Central-Embedding Algorithm we have that:!(i; k) = �(k) + k�iXj=1 �l(i+ j; k) + �l(i+ j; k)2 i 2 [0; k℄
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Figure 16.5: Pruned tree and quantities �l(i; k), �r(i; k), !(i; k), and �(k) forthe analysis of the drawings produed by Central-Embedding Algorithm.Lemma 14 Let t be an instant of time, and let h and k be the integers thatde�ne the size of the visualization window and of the knowledge window. For adrawing of Th;k(t) produed by Central-Embedding Algorithm we have that8i 2 [0; h � 2℄:Xv 2 Th�1(t+ 1)at level i+ 1 jÆh;k�1(v; t+1)�Æh;k(v; t+1)j = [outdeg(ri)�1℄(!(i; k)�!(i; k�1))By means of Lemma 12 and Lemma 14, we an prove the following theorem,whih states that for any suÆiently large value of k the performanes ofLeftmost-Embedding Algorithm are always better than the performanes ofCentral-Embedding Algorithm .Theorem 13 Let t be an instant of time, and let h and k be the integersthat de�ne the size of the visualization window and the size of the knowl-edge window. Let mDl(h; k; t) and mD(h; k; t) be the total-shift dynamiquality measure of Leftmost-Embedding Algorithm and Central-EmbeddingAlgorithm, respetively. Then 9k0 � 0 : 8k � k0;mD(h; k; t) �mDl(h; k; t)
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Chapter 17ConlusionsOur onlusions reguarding the impat of large data sets on graph drawingare that general and anonial approahes, suh as the Topology-Shape-Metrione, seem unsuitable for the purpose, and the adoption of the orthogonal draw-ing onvention itself, otherwise so e�etive when small graphs are involved, isurrently to be disouraged both in the two and in the three dimensions. Onthe other hand, solutions to domain spei� problems exist and an be found,moving along the lines of general priniples, using suitable tehniques, andresolving tradeo�s.The problem of drawing large graphs is not suseptible to solutions ina simple and unique way, but it seems to have many di�erent solutions asmany appliation domains are onsidered, and eah solution is an originalreipe implying several hoies regarding the use of general methodologiesand tehniques, and hallanging the designer reativity and imagination.
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